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Preface

In recent years, a wide range of static analysis tools have emerged, some of
which are currently in industrial use or are well beyond the advanced prototype
level. Many impressive practical results have been obtained, which allow complex
properties to be proven or checked in a fully or semi-automatic way, even in the
context of complex software developments. In parallel, the techniques to design
and implement static analysis tools have improved significantly, and much effort
is being put into engineering the tools.
TAPAS 2019, the 10th Workshop on Tools for Automatic Program Analysis
is intended to promote discussions and exchange experience between specialists
in all areas of program analysis design and implementation and static analysis
tool users.
These pre-proceedings enclose the contrubutions to TAPAS 2019. Besides
these contributions, the program of that tenth edition will feature two invited
talks and one invited keynote.
We would like to thank everyone who was involved in the organization of the
workshop. We are very thankful for the members of the Programme Committee
for their evaluation work, and for all the discussions on the organization of the
event.
Finally, we would also like to thank the authors and the invited speakers for
their contributions to the programme of TAPAS 2019.
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Abstract. We present PrideMM, an efficient model checker for secondorder logic enabled by recent breakthroughs in quantified satisfiability
solvers. We argue that second-order logic sits at a sweet spot: constrained
enough to enable practical solving, yet expressive enough to cover an
important class of problems not amenable to (non-quantified) satisfiability
solvers. To the best of our knowledge PrideMM is the first automated
model checker for second-order logic formulae.
We demonstrate the usefulness of PrideMM by applying it to problems drawn from recent work on memory specifications, which define the
allowed executions of concurrent programs. For traditional memory specifications, program executions can be evaluated using a satisfiability solver
or using equally powerful ad hoc techniques. However, such techniques
are insufficient for handling some emerging memory specifications.
We evaluate PrideMM by implementing a variety of memory specifications, including one that cannot be handled by satisfiability solvers. In
this problem domain, PrideMM provides usable automation, enabling a
modify-execute-evaluate pattern of development where previously manual
proof was required.

1

Introduction

This paper presents PrideMM, an efficient model checker for second-order (SO)
logic. PrideMM is used to automatically evaluate tests under the intricate memory specifications3 of aggressively optimised concurrent languages, where no
automated solution currently exists, and it is compared to existing tools over a
simpler class of memory specifications.
We argue that SO logic is a sweet spot: restrictive enough to enable efficient
solving, yet expressive enough to extend automation to a new class of memory
specifications that seek to solve open problems in concurrent language design.
PrideMM enables a modify-execute-evaluate pattern of memory-specification
development, where changes are quickly implemented and automatically tested.
3

The paper uses the term ‘memory specification’ instead of ‘memory (consistency)
model’, and reserves the word ‘model’ for its meaning from logic.
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Memory specifications define what values may be read in a concurrent system.
Current evaluators rely on ad hoc algorithms [3,6,14] or satisfiability (SAT)
solvers [40]. However, flaws in existing language memory specifications [5] — where
one must account for executions introduced through aggressive optimisation —
have led to a new class of memory specifications [22,20] that cannot be practically
solved using existing ad hoc or SAT techniques.
Many memory specifications are definable in ∃SO in a natural way and one
can simulate them using SAT solvers. We demonstrate this facility of PrideMM
for a realistic C++ memory specification [24], reproducing previous results [40,39].
But, some memory specifications are naturally formulated in higher-order logic.
For example, the Jeffrey-Riely specification (J+R) comes with a formalisation,
in the proof assistant Agda [11], that clearly uses higher-order features [20]. We
observed that the problem of checking whether a program execution is allowed
by J+R can be reduced to the model checking problem for SO. From a program
execution, one obtains an SO structure A on an universe of size n, and then one
asks whether A |= JRn , where

JRn := ∃X TCn (AeJn )(∅, X) ∧ F(X)

sub1 (P, Q) ∧ V(P ) ∧ V(Q) ∧

AeJn (P, Q) :=

∀X TCn (AJ)(P, X) → ∃Y TCn (AJ)(X, Y ) ∧ J(Y, Q)

We will define precisely these formulae later (§ 5.4). For now, observe that the
formula JRn is in ∃∀∃SO. In practice, this means that it is not possible to use
SAT solvers, as that would involve an exponential explosion. That motivates
our development of an SO model checker. It is known that SO captures the
polynomial hierarchy [27, Corollary 9.9], and the canonical problem for the
polynomial hierarchy is quantified satisfiability. Hence, we built our SO model
checker on top of a quantified satisfiability solver (QBF solver), QFUN [17].
The contributions of our work are as follows:

1. we present a model checker for SO, built on top of QBF solvers;
2. we reproduce known simulation results for traditional memory specifications;
3. we simulate a memory specification (J+R) that is a representative of a class
of memory specifications that are out of the reach of traditional simulation
techniques.

2

Overview

Figure 1 shows the architecture of our memory-specification simulator. The
input is a litmus test written in the LISA language, and the output is a boolean
result. LISA is a programming language that was designed for studying memory
specifications [1]. We use LISA for its compatibility with the state-of-the-art
memory-specification checker Herd7 [3]. We transform the input program into
an event structure [41]. The memory-specification generator (MSG) produces
an SO formula. We have a few interchangeable MSGs (§ 5). For some memory
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specifications (§ 5.1, § 5.2, § 5.3), which Herd7 can handle as well, the formula
is in fact fixed and does not depend at all on the event structure. For other
memory specifications (such as § 5.4), the MSG might need to look at certain
characteristics of the structure (such as its size). Finally, both the second-order
structure and the second-order formula are fed into a solver, giving a verdict for
the litmus test.
MSG
Parse

LISA AST

Event
Structure
Convertor

Formula
(φ)
Structure
(A)

SO Solver

Result (B)

Fig. 1. From a LISA test case to a Y/N answer, given by the SO solver.

We are able to do so because of a key insight: relational second-order logic
represents a sweet-spot in the design space. On the one hand, it is expressive
enough such that encoding memory specifications is natural. On the other hand,
it is simple enough such that it can be solved efficiently, using emerging QBF
technology.
2.1

Memory Specifications

A memory specification describes the executions allowed by a shared-memory
concurrent system; for example, under sequential consistency (SC) [25] memory
accesses from all threads are interleaved and reads take their value from the
most recent write of the same variable. Processor speculation, memory-subsystem
reordering and compiler optimisations lead mainstream languages and processors
to violate SC, and we say such systems exhibit relaxed concurrency. Relaxed
concurrency is commonly described in an axiomatic specification (e.g. SC, ARM,
Power, x86, C++ specifications [3]), where each program execution is represented
as a graph with memory accesses as vertices, and edges representing program
structure and dynamic memory behaviour. A set of axioms permit some execution
graphs and forbid others.
Figure 2 presents a litmus test — a succinct pseudocode program designed to
probe for a particular relaxed behaviour — together with an execution graph and
an axiom. We shall discuss each in turn.
The test, called LB+ctrl, starts with x and y initialised to 0, then two threads
concurrently read and conditionally write 1 back to their respective variables.
The outcome r1 = 1 ∧ r2 = 1 (1/1) is unintuitive, and it cannot result from SC:
there is no interleaving that agrees with the program order and places the writes
of 1 before the reads for both x and y.
In an axiomatic specification, the outcome specified by the test corresponds
to the execution graph shown in Figure 2. Initialisation is elided, but the read
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initially x = 0, y = 0
r1 = x
r2 = y
if (r1 == 1) if (r2 == 1)
{y = 1}
{x = 1}
r1 == 1, r2 == 1 allowed?

a: R x 1 rf c: R y 1
po
po
b: W y 1 rf d: W x 1

acyclic(po ∪ rf )

Fig. 2. LB+ctrl, an axiomatic execution of it, and an axiom that forbids it.
initially x = 0, y = 0
r1 = x
r2 = y
if (r1 == 1) if (r2 == 1)
{y = 1}
{x = 1}
else
{x = 1}
r1 == 1, r2 == 1 allowed?

Init
a

b

Rx0

d

Rx1
c

Wy1

f

Ry0

Ry1

Wx1

Wx1

g

e

Fig. 3. LB+false-dep and the corresponding event structure.

and write of each thread is shown with po edges reflecting program order and rf
edges linking writes to reads that read from them. The axiom of Figure 2 forbids
the outcome 1/1 as the corresponding execution contains a cycle in po ∪ rf . The
SC, x86, Power and ARM specifications each include a variant of this axiom, all
forbidding 1/1, whereas the C++ standard omits it [6] and allows 1/1.
MemSAT [39] and Herd7 [3] automatically solve litmus tests for axiomatic
specifications using a SAT solver and ad hoc solving respectively, but not all
memory specifications fit the axiomatic paradigm.
Axiomatic specifications do not fit optimised languages. Languages like C++ and
Java perform dependency-removing optimisations that complicate their memory
specifications. For example, the second thread of the LB+false-dep test in Figure 3
can be optimised using common subexpression elimination to r2=y; x=1;. On
ARM and Power, this optimised code may be reordered, permitting the relaxed
outcome 1/1, whereas the syntactic control dependency of the original would
make 1/1 forbidden. It is common practice to use syntactic dependencies to
enforce ordering on hardware, but at the language level the optimiser removes
these false dependencies.
The memory specification of the C++ standard [15] is flawed because its
axiomatic specification cannot draw a distinction between the executions leading
to outcome 1/1 in LB+ctrl and LB+false-dep: to see that the dependency is false,
one must consider more than one execution path, but axiomatic specifications
judge single executions only [5].
Event structures capture the necessary information. A new class of specifications
aims to fix this by ordering only real dependencies [22,20,31,12]. With a notable
exception [22], these specifications are based on event structures, where all paths of
control flow are represented in a single graph. Figure 3 presents the event structure
for LB+false-dep. Program order is represented by arrows ( ). Conflict (
)
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links events where only one can occur in an execution (the same holds for their
program-order successors). For example, on the left-hand thread, the load of
x can result in a read of value 0 (event a) or a read of value 1 (event b), but
not both. Conversely, two subgraphs unrelated by program-order or conflict, e.g.
{a, b, c} and {d, e, f, g}, represent two threads in parallel execution.
It should be clear from the event structure in Figure 3 that regardless of the
value read from y in the right-hand thread, there is a write to x of value 1; that is,
the apparent dependency from the load of y is false and could be optimised away.
Memory specifications built above event structures can recognise this pattern
and permit relaxed execution.
The Jeffrey and Riely specification. J+R is built above event structures and
correctly identifies false dependencies [20]. Conceptually, the specification is
related to the Java memory specification [29]: in both, one constructs an execution
stepwise, adding only memory events that can be justified from the previous steps.
The sequence captures a causal order that prevents cycles with real dependencies.
While Java is too strong, J+R allows writes that have false dependencies on
a read to be justified before that read. To do this, the specification recognises
confluence in the program structure: regardless of the execution path, the write
will always be made. This search across execution paths involves an alternation
of quantification that current ad hoc and SAT-based tools cannot efficiently
simulate. However, the problem is amenable to QBF solvers.
2.2

Developing SC in SO Logic

The SC memory specification can be expressed as an axiomatic model [3] using
coherence order, a per-variable total order of write events. An execution is
allowed if there exists a reads-from relation rf and a coherence order co such
that the transitive closure of rf ∪ co ∪ (rf −1 ; co) ∪ po is acyclic. Here, po is
the (fixed) program-order relation, and it is understood that co and rf satisfy
certain further axioms. In our setting, we describe the sequentially consistent
specification as follows. We represent rf and co by existentially-quantified SO
arity-2 variables Yrf and Yco , respectively. For example, to say (x, y) ∈ co, we
use the formula Yco (x, y). The program order po is represented by an interpreted
arity-2 symbol <. Then, the SO formula that represents rf ∪ co ∪ (rf −1 ; co) ∪ po
is

R(y, z) := Yrf (y, z) ∨ Yco (y, z) ∨ ∃x Yrf (x, z) ∧ Yco (x, y) ∨ (y < z)
The definition from above should be interpreted as a macro expansion rule: the
left-hand side R(y, z) is a combinator that expands to the formula on right-hand
side. To require that the transitive closure of R is acyclic we require that there
exists a relation that includes R, is transitive, and irreflexive:

∃Z sub2 (R, Z) ∧ trans(Z) ∧ irrefl(Z)

6
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The combinators sub2 , trans, irrefl are defined as one would expect. For example,
sub2 (P, Q), which says that the arity-2
relation P is included in the arity-2

relation Q, is ∀xy P (x, y) → Q(x, y) . In short, the translation from the usual
formulation of memory specifications into the SO logic encoding that we propose
is natural and almost automatic.
To represent programs and their behaviours uniformly for all memory specifications in § 5, we use event structures. These have the ability to represent an
overlay of potential executions. Some memory specifications require reasoning
about several executions at the same time: this is a salient feature of the J+R
memory specification.
Once we have the program and its behaviour represented as a logic structure A
and the memory specification represented as a logic formula φ, we ask whether
the structure satisfies the formula, written A |= φ. In other words, we have to
solve a model-checking problem for second-order logic, which reduces to QBF
solving because the structure A is finite.

3

Preliminaries

To introduce the necessary notation, we recall some standard definitions [27]. A
(finite, relational) vocabulary σ is a finite collection of constant symbols (1, . . . , n)
together with a finite collection of relation symbols (q, r, . . .). A (finite, relational)
structure A over vocabulary σ is a tuple hA, Q, R, . . . i where A = {1, . . . , n} is a
finite set called universe with several distinguished relations Q, R, . . . We assume
a countable set of first-order variables (x, y, . . . ), and a countable set of secondorder variables (X, Y , . . . ). A variable α is a first-order variable or a second-order
variable; a term t is a first-order variable or a constant symbol; a predicate P is a
second-order variable or a relation symbol. A (second-order) formula φ is defined
inductively: (a) if P is a predicate and t1 , . . . , tk are terms, then P (t1 , . . . , tk ) is
a formula4 ; (b) if φ1 and φ2 are formulae, then φ1 ◦ φ2 is a formula, where ◦ is
a boolean connective; and (c) if α is a variable and φ is a formula, then ∃α φ
and ∀α φ are formulae. We assume the standard satisfaction relation |= between
structures and formulae.
The logic defined so far is known as relational SO. If we require that all
quantifiers over second-order variables are existentials, we obtain a fragment
known as ∃SO. For example, the SC specification of § 2.2 is in ∃SO.
The Model Checking Problem. Given a structure A and a formula φ, determine
if A |= φ. We assume that the relations of A are given by explicitly listing their
elements. The formula φ uses the syntax defined above.
Combinators. We will build formulae using the combinators defined below. This
simplifies the presentation, and directly corresponds to an API for building
4

we make the usual assumptions about arity
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formulae within PrideMM.


subk (P k , Qk ) := ∀x P k (x) → Qk (x)
eqk (P k , Qk ) := ∀x P k (x) ↔ Qk (x) 
seq(P 2 , Q2 )(x, z) := ∃y P 2 (x, y) ∧ Q2 (y, z) 
inj(P 2 ) := sub2 seq(P 2 , inv(P 2 )),
 id
trans(P 2 ) := sub2 seq(P 2 , P 2 ), P 2

id(x, y) := (x = y)
inv(P 2 )(x, y) := P 2 (y, x)
irrefl(P 2 ) := ∀x ¬P 2 (x, x)
or(R, S)(x, y) := R(x, y) ∨ S(x, y)
maybe(R)(x, y) := or(id, R)(x, y)

sub2 (P 2 , X 2 ) ∧ trans(X 2 ) ∧ irrefl(X 2 )

acyclic(P 2 ) := ∃X 2
TC0 (R) := eq1

TCn+1 (R)(P 1 , Q1 ) := eq1 (P 1 , Q1 ) ∨ ∃X 1 R(P 1 , X 1 ) ∧ TCn (R)(X 1 , Q1 )

By convention, all quantifiers that occur on the right-hand side of the definitions
above are over fresh variables. Above, P k and Qk are arity-k predicates, x and y
are first-order variables, and R and S are combinators.
Let us discuss two of the more interesting combinators: acyclic and TC. A
relation P is acyclic if it is included in a relation that is transitive and irreflexive.
We remark that the definition of acyclic is carefully chosen: even slight variations
can have a strong influence on the runtime of solvers [18]. The combinator TC for
bounded transitive closure is interesting for another reason: it is higher-order —
applying an argument (R) relation in each step of its expansion. By way of
example, let us illustrate its application to the subset combinator sub1 .
TC1 (sub1 )(P, Q)


= eq1 (P, Q) ∨ ∃X sub1 (P, X) ∧ TC0 (sub1 )(X, Q)
(

∀x1 P (x1 ) ↔ Q(x1 ) ∨
=


∃X ∀x2 P (x2 ) → X(x2 ) ∧ eq1 (X, Q)
(

∀x1 P (x1 ) ↔ Q(x1 ) ∨


=
∃X ∀x2 P (x2 ) → X(x2 ) ∧ ∀x3 X(x3 ) ↔ Q(x3 )

In the calculation above, P , Q and X have arity 1.

4

SO Solving through QBF

From a reasoning perspective, SO model-checking is a highly non-trivial task
due to quantifiers. In particular, quantifiers over relations, where the size of the
2
search-space alone is daunting. For a universe of size n there are 2n possible
k
binary relations, and there are 2n possible k-ary relations.5
A relation is uniquely characterised by a vector of Boolean values, each
determining whether a certain tuple is in the relation or not. This insight lets
us formulate a search for a relation as a SAT problem, where a fresh Boolean
variable is introduced for any potential tuple in the relation. Even though the
translation is exponential, it is a popular method in finite-model finding for
first-order logic formulae [13,38,33].
However, in the setting of SO, a SAT solver is insufficient since the input
formula may contain alternating quantifiers. We tackle this issue by translating
5

Finding constrained finite relations is NEXP-TIME complete [26].
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to quantified Boolean formulae (QBF), rather than to plain SAT. The translation
is carried out in three stages.
1. each interpreted relation is in-lined as a disjunction of conjunctions over the
tuples where the relation holds;
2. first-order quantifiers are expanded into Boolean connectives over the elements
of the universe, i.e. ∀xφ leads to one conjunct for each element of the universe
and ∃xφ leads to one disjunct for each element of the universe;
3. all atoms now are ground and each atom is replaced by a fresh Boolean
variable, which is inserted under the same type of quantifier as the atom.

For illustration, consider the formula ∃X∀Y ∀z Y (z) → X(z) and the
universe A = {1, 2}. The formula requires a set X that is a superset of all
sets. Inevitably, X has
 to be the whole domain. The QBF formulation is
∃x1 x2 ∀y1 y2 (y1 → x1 ∧ y2 → x2 ) . Intuitively, rather than talking about a
set, we focus on each element separately, which is enabled by the finiteness of the
universe. Using QBF enables us to arbitrarily quantify over the sets’ elements.
PrideMM enables exporting the QBF formulation into the QCIR format [21],
which is supported by a bevy of QBF solvers. However, since most solvers only
support prenex form, PrideMM, also additionally prenexes the formula, where it
attempts to heuristically minimise the number of quantifier levels.
The experimental evaluation showed that the QFUN solver [17] performs the
best on the considered instances, see § 6. While the solver performs very well on
the J+R litmus tests, a couple of instances were left unsolved. Encouraged by the
success of QFUN, we built a dedicated solver that integrates the translation to
QBF and the solving itself. The solver represents the formula in dedicated hashconsed data structures (the formulae grow in size considerably). The expansion of
first-order variables is done directly on these data structures while also simplifying
the formula on the go. The solver also directly supports non-prenex formulation
(see [19] for non-prenex QBF solving). The solver applies several preprocessing
techniques before expanding the first-order variables, such as elimination of
relations that appear only in positive or only in negative positions in the formula.

5

Memory Specification Encodings

In this section, we show that many memory specifications can be expressed
conveniently in second-order logic. We represent programs and their behaviours
with event structures: this supports the expression of axiomatic specifications
such as C++, but also the higher-order specification of J+R. For a given program,
its event structure is constructed in a straightforward way: loads give rise to
mutually conflicting read events and writes to write events [20]. We express the
constraints over event structures with the following vocabulary, shared across all
specifications.
Vocabulary. A memory specification decides if a program is allowed to have a
certain behaviour. We pose this as a model checking problem, A |= φ, where A
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captures program behaviour and φ the memory specification. The vocabulary
of A consists of the following symbols:
– arity 1:read, write, final
– arity 2: ≤, conflict, justifies, sloc, =
Sets read and write classify read and write events. The symbol final, another
set of events, identifies the executions that exhibit final register states matching
the outcome specified by the litmus test.
Events x and y are in program order, written x ≤ y, if event x arises
from an earlier statement than y in the program text. We have conflict(x, y)
between events that cannot belong to the same execution; for example, a load
statement gives rise to an event for each value it might read, but an execution
chooses one particular value, and contains only the corresponding event. We
write justifies(x, y) when x is a read and y is a write to the same memory
location of the same value. We have sloc(x, y) when x and y access the same
memory location. Identity on events, { (x, x) | x ∈ A }, is denoted by =.
Configurations and Executions. We distinguish two types of sets of events. A
configuration is a set of events that contains no conflict and is downward closed
with respect to ≤; that is, X is a configuration when V(X) holds, where the
V combinator is defined by





∀x∀y X(x) ∧ X(y) → ¬conflict(x, y)

V(X) :=


 ∧ ∀y X(y) → ∀x (x ≤ y) → X(x)
We say that a configuration X is an execution of interest when every final
event is either in X or in conflict with an event in X; that is, X is an execution
of interest when F(X) holds, where the F combinator is defined by
!

final(x) ∧ ¬X(x) →

F(X) := V(X) ∧ ∀x
∃y conflict(x, y) ∧ final(y) ∧ X(y)

Intuitively, we shall put in final all the maximal events (according to ≤) for
which registers have the desired values.
Notations. In the formulae below, X will stand for a configuration, which may be
the execution of interest. Variables Yrf , Yco , Yhb and so on are used to represent
the relations that are typically denoted by rf , co, hb, . . . Thus, X has arity 1,
while Yrf , Yco , Yhb , . . . have arity 2.
In what follows, we present four memory specifications: sequential consistency
(§ 5.1), release–acquire (§ 5.2), C++ (§ 5.3), and J+R (§ 5.4). The first three can
be expressed in ∃SO (and in first-order logic). The last one uses both universal
and existential quantification over sets. For each memory specification, we shall
see their encoding in second-order logic.
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Sequential Consistency

The SC spectification allows all interleavings of threads, and nothing else. It is
described by the following SO sentence:

SC := ∃XYco Yrf F(X) ∧ co(X, Yco ) ∧ rf(X, Yrf ) ∧ acyclic(R(Yco , Yrf ))

Intuitively, we say that there exists a coherence order relation Yco and a readsfrom relation Yrf which, when combined in a certain way, result in an acyclic
relation R(Yco , Yrf ). The formula co(X, Yco ) says that Yco satisfies the usual
axioms of a coherence order with respect to the execution X; and the formula
rf(X, Yrf ) says that Yrf satisfies the usual axioms of a reads-from relation with
respect to the execution X. Moreover, the formula F(X) asks that X is an
execution of interest, which results in registers having certain values.
co(X, Yco ) :=



trans(Yco ) ∧



X(x) ∧ X(y) ∧ write(x) ∧ write(y) ∧ sloc(x, y) ∧ (x 6= y)



∀xy
↔ Yco (x, y) ∨ Yco (y, x)

inj(Yrf ) ∧ sub2 (Yrf , justifies) ∧

rf(X, Yrf ) :=


 ∀y read(y) ∧ X(y) → ∃x write(x) ∧ X(x) ∧ Yrf (x, y)

!

When X is a potential execution and Yco is a potential coherence-order relation,
the formula co(X, Yco ) requires that the writes in X for the same location include
some total order. Because of the later condition that R(Yco , Yrf ) is acyclic, Yco is
in fact required to be a total order per location. When X is a potential execution
and Yrf is a potential reads-from relation, the formula rf(X, Yrf ) requires that
Yrf is injective, is a subset of justifies, and relates all the reads in X to some
write in X.
The auxiliary relation R(Yco , Yrf ) is the union of strict program-order (<),
reads-from (Yrf ), coherence-order (Yco ), and the from-reads relation:

R(Yco , Yrf )(y, z) := (y < z) ∨ Yco (y, z) ∨ Yrf (y, z) ∨ ∃x Yco (x, z) ∧ Yrf (x, y)
5.2

Release–Acquire

Release–Acquire is a simple relaxed memory specification, which is represented
straightforwardly in SO logic. It is captured by the formula RA using the vocabulary established in the definition of SC:


F(X) ∧ co(X, Yco ) ∧ rf(X, Yrf ) ∧ acyclic(Yco )
 2


sub (<, Yhb ) ∧ sub2 (Yrf , Yhb ) ∧ trans(Yhb ) 


RA := ∃XYco Yrf 

 ∧ ∃Yhb 
 ∧ irrefl(Yhb ) ∧ irrefl(seq(Yco , Yhb ))

∧ irrefl(seq(inv(Yrf ), seq(Yco , Yhb )))

The existential SO variable Yhb over-approximates a relation traditionally called
happens-before.
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C++

To capture the C++ specification in SO logic, we follow the Herd7 specification
of Lahav et al. [24]. Their work introduces necessary patches to the specification
of the standard [6] but also includes fixes and adjustments from prior work [4,23].
The specification is more nuanced than the SC and RA specifications and requires
additions to the vocabulary of A together with a reformulation for efficiency, but
the key difference is more fundamental. C++ is a catch-fire semantics: programs
that exhibit even a single execution with a data race are allowed to do anything —
satisfying every expected outcome. This difference is neatly expressed in SO
logic:

CPP := ∃XYco Yrf Yαβ

co(X, Yco ) ∧ rf(X, Yrf ) ∧ hb(Yαβ , Yrf )

∧ M(Yαβ , Yco , Yrf ) ∧ (F(X) ∨ C(Yαβ , Yrf ))

!

The formula reuses co(X, Yco ), rf(X, Yrf ) and F(X) and includes three new
combinators: hb(Yαβ , Yrf ), M(Yαβ , Yco , Yrf ) and C(Yαβ , Yrf ). hb(Yαβ , Yrf ) constrains a new over-approximation, Yαβ , used for building a transitive relation.
M(Yαβ , Yco , Yrf ) captures the conditions imposed on a valid C++ execution,
and is the analogue of the conditions applied in SC and RA. C(Yαβ , Yrf ) holds if
there is a race in the execution X. Note that the expected outcome is allowed
if F(X) is satisfied or if there is a race and C(Yαβ , Yrf ) is true, matching the
catch-fire semantics.

New vocabulary. C++ Read-modify-write operations load and store from memory
in a single atomic step: a new rmw relation links the corresponding reads and
writes. C++ fence operations introduce new events and the set fences identifies
them. The programmer annotates each memory access and fence with a memory
order parameter that sets the force of inter-thread synchronisation created by the
access. For each choice, we add a new set: na, rlx, acq, rel, acq-rel, and sc.

Over-approximation in happens before. The validity condition, M(Yαβ , Yco , Yrf ),
and races C(Yαβ , Yrf ), hinge on a relation called happens-before. We overapproximate transitive closures in the SO logic for efficiency, but Lahav et
al. [24] define happens-before with nested closures that do not perform well.
Instead we over-approximate a reformulation of happens-before that flattens the
nested closures into a single one (see Appendix A).
We define a combinator for happens-before, HB(Yαβ , Yrf ), that is used in
M(Yαβ , Yco , Yrf ) and C(Yαβ , Yrf ). It takes as argument an over-approximation of
the closure internal to the reformed definition of happens-before, Yαβ . hb(Yαβ , Yrf )
constrains Yαβ , requiring it to be transitive and to include the conjuncts of the
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closure, α and β below.
HB(Yαβ , Yrf ) := or(<, seq(maybe(<), swbegin (Yrf ), Yαβ , swend (Yrf ), maybe(<)))
α(Yrf ) := seq(swend (Yrf ), maybe(<), swbegin (Yrf ))
β(Yrf ) := seq(Yrf , rmw)
(
trans(Yαβ )
hb(Yαβ , Yrf ) :=
∧ sub2 (id, Yαβ ) ∧ sub2 (α(Yrf ), Yαβ ) ∧ sub2 (β(Yrf ), Yαβ )

5.4

Jeffrey–Riely

The J+R memory specification is captured by a sentence JRn , parametrised by
an integer n. Unlike the formulae we saw before, JRn makes use of three levels of
quantifiers (∃∀∃), putting it on the third level of the polynomial hierarchy. We
begin by lifting6 justifies from events to sets of events P and Q:
!

¬P (y) ∧ Q(y) ∧ read(y)

J(P, Q) := ∀y
→ ∃x P (x) ∧ write(y) ∧ justifies(x, y)
AJ(P, Q) := J(P, Q) ∧ sub1 (P, Q) ∧ V(P ) ∧ V(Q)

We read J as ‘justifies’, and AJ as ‘always justifies’. Next, we define what Jeffrey
and Riely call ‘always eventually justify’

sub1 (P, Q) ∧ V(P ) ∧ V(Q) ∧

AeJn (P, Q) :=

∀X TCn (AJ)(P, X) → ∃Y TCn (AJ)(X, Y ) ∧ J(Y, Q)

The size of the formula TCn (AeJm )(P, Q) we defined above is Θ(mn). In particular,
it is bounded. Finally, we let7

JRn := ∃X TCn (AeJn )(∅, X) ∧ F(X)
and ask solve the model checking problem A |= JRn . Since the formulae above
are in MSO, it is sufficient to pick n := 2|A| . Since all bounded transitive closures
include the subset relation, they are monotonic, and it suffices, in fact, to pick
n := |A|. For actual solving, we will use this observation.

6

Evaluation

We evaluate our tool in the context of Herd7 [3], which is a standard tool among
memory specification researchers for building axiomatic memory specifications. No
similar tool exists for higher-order event structure based memory specifications.
6

7

Our definition of J is different from the original one [20]: we require that only new
reads are justified, by including the conjunct ¬P (y). Without this modification, our
solver’s results disagree with the hand-calculations reported by Jeffrey and Riely;
with this modification, the results agree.
The symbol ∅ denotes the empty unary relation, as expected.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of PrideMM’s performance in contrast to Herd7 [3].

6.1

Comparison to existing techniques

In figure Fig. 4 we compare the performance and capabilities of PrideMM to
Herd7, the de facto standard tool for building axiomatic memory specifications.
Herd7 and PrideMM were both executed on a machine equipped with an Intel
i5-5250u CPU and 16 GB of memory. We choose not to compare our tool to
MemSAT [39], as there are more memory specifications implemented for Herd7
in the CAT language [2] than there are for MemSAT.
Performance. Notably Herd7’s performance is very favourable in contrast to
the performance of PrideMM, however there are some caveats. The performance
of PrideMM is largely adequate, with most of the standard litmus tests taking
less than 2 seconds to execute. y ≤ 1s is highlighted on the chart. We find
that our QBF technique scales better than Herd7 with large programs. This is
demonstrated in the SB-16 test, a variant of the “store buffering” litmus test with
16 threads. The large number of combinations for quantifying the existentially
quantified relations which are explored naı̈vely by Herd7 cause it to take a
long time to complete. In contrast, smarter SAT techniques handle these larger
problems handily.
Expressiveness. We split the chart in figure Fig. 4 into 2 sections, the left-hand
side of the chart displays a representative subset of common litmus tests showing
PrideMM’s strength and weaknesses. These litmus tests are evaluated under
the C++ memory specification. Note that these include tests with behaviour
expected to be observable and unobservable, hence there being two MP bars.
The C++ memory specification is within the domain of memory specifications
that Herd7 can solve, as it requires only existentially quantified relations.
The right-hand half of the chart is the first 10 Java causality test cases run
under the J+R specification, which are no longer expressible in Herd7. PrideMM
solves these in reasonable time, with most tests solved in less than 10 minutes.
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Fig. 5. Solver approaches for PrideMM on Java Causality Test Cases. ⊥ represents
timeout or mem-out.

Our J+R tests replicate the results found in the original paper, but where they
use laborious manual proof in the Agda proof assistant, PrideMM validates the
results automatically.
6.2

QBF vs SO Solver Performance

PrideMM enables emitting the SO logic formulae and structures directly for
the SO solver, or we can convert to a QBF query (see § 4). This allows us to
use our SO solver as well as QBF solvers. We find that the SO solver affords
us a performance advantage over the QBF solver in most of the Java causality
test cases, where performance optimisations for alternating quantification are
applicable.
We include the performance of the QBF solvers CAQE and QFUN, the
respective winners of the CNF and non-CNF tracks at 2017’s QBFEVAL competition [32]. Our QBF benchmarks were first produced in the circuit-like format
QCIR [21], natively supported by QFUN. The inputs to CAQE were produced
by converting to CNF through standard means, followed by a preprocessing step
with Bloqqer [7].
We can also emit the structures and formulae as an Isabelle/HOL file, which
can then be loaded into Nitpick [8] conveniently. We found that Nitpick cannot
be run over the C++ specification or the J+R specification, timing out after 1 hr
on all the litmus tests.

7

Related Work

We build on prior work from two different areas — relaxed memory specifications,
and SAT/QBF solving: the LISA frontend comes from the Herd7 memoryspecification simulator [3], the MSGs implement memory specifications that have
been previously proposed [24,20], and the SO solver is based on a state-of-the-art
QBF solver [17].
There is a large body of work on finite relational model finding in the context
of memory specifications using Alloy [16]. Alloy has been used to compare memory
specifications and find litmus tests which can distinguish two specifications [40],
and has been used to synthesise comprehensive sets of tests for a specific memory
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specification [28]. Applying SAT technology in the domain of evaluating memory
specifications has been tried before, too. MemSAT [39] uses Kodkod [38], the
same tool that Alloy relies on to do relational model finding. MemSynth [10]
uses Ocelot [9] to embed relational logic into the Rosette [37] language. Our
results are consistent with the findings of MemSAT and MemSynth: SAT appears
to be a scalable and fast way to evaluate large memory specification questions.
Despite this, SAT does not widen the class of specifications that can be efficiently
simulated beyond ad hoc techniques.
There is work to produce a version of Alloy which can model higher-order
constructions, called Alloy* [30], however this is limited in that each higher order
set requires a new signature in the universe to represent it. Exponential expansion
of the sets quantified in the J+R specification leaves model finding for J+R
executions intractable in Alloy* too.
While Nitpick [8] can model higher order constructions, we found it could not
generate counter examples in a reasonable length of time of the specifications
we built. There is work to build a successor to Nitpick called Nunchaku [34],
however, at present Nunchaku does not support higher order quantification. Once
Nunchaku is more complete we intend to output to Nunchaku and evaluate its
performance in comparison to our SO solver.
There is a bevy of work on finite model finding in various domains. SAT is a
popular method for finite model finding in first-order logic formulae [13,33]. There
are constraint satisfaction-based model finders, e.g. the SEM model finder [42],
relying on dedicated symmetry and propagation. Reynolds et al. propose solutions
for finite model finding in the context of SMT [35,36] (CVC4 is in fact used as
backend to Nunchaku).

8

Conclusion

This paper presents PrideMM, a case study of the application of new solving
techniques to a problem domain with active research. PrideMM allows memory
specification researchers to build a new class of memory specifications with
richer quantification, and still automatically evaluate these specifications over
programs. In this sense we provide a Herd7-style modify-execute-evaluate pattern
of development for higher-order memory specifications that were previously
unsuitable for mechanised model finding.
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Appendix A

Reformulation of happens before

Lahav et al. [24] define happens before, hb, in terms of sequenced before sb, the
C++ name for program order, and synchronises with, sw, inter-thread synchronisation. Their rf and rmw relations match Yrf and rmw in our vocabulary. Fixed
sequences of memory events initiate and conclude synchronisation, and these
are captured by swbegin and swend . In the definition below, semicolon represents
forward relation composition.
sw := swbegin ; (rf; rmw)∗ ; swend
hb := (sb ∪ sw)+

For efficiency we over-approximate transitive closures in the SO logic, but
the nesting over-approximation that follows from the structure of hb does not
perform well. Instead we over-approximate a reformulation of hb.
hb’ := sb ∪ (sb? ; swbegin ; ((swend ; sb? ; swbegin )) ∪ (rf; rmw))∗ ; swend ; sb? )

By unpacking the definition of sw, the reformulation flattens the nested
closures into a single one. The closure combines fragments of happens before
where at the start and end of the fragment, a synchronisation edge has been
initiated but not concluded. Within the closure, the synchronisation edge can be
concluded and a new one opened, or some number of read-modify-writes can be
chained together with rf.
We explain the definition of hb’ by considering the number of sw edges that
consitute a particular hb edge. If a hb edge contains no sw edge, then because
sb is transitive, the hb edge must be a single sb edge. Otherwise, the hb edge is
made up of a sequence of one or more sw edges with sb edges before, between
and after some of the sw edges. The first sw edge is itself a sequence of edges
starting with swbegin . This is followed by any number of rf; rmw edges. At the
end of the sw edge there are two possibilities: this edge was the final sw edge,
or there is another in the sequence to be initiated next. The first conjunct of
the closure, swend ; sb? ; swbegin captures the closing and opening of sw edges, the
second captures the chaining of read-modify-writes. The end of the definition
closes the final sw edge with swend .
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Abstract. In this paper, we present fkcc, a scripting tool to prototype
quickly program analysis and transformation exploiting the affine form
of Farkas lemma. Our language is general enough to prototype in a few
lines sophisticated termination and scheduling algorithms. The tool is
freely avalailable and may be tried online via a web interface. We believe
that fkcc is the missing chain to accelerate the development of program
analysis and transformations exploiting the affine form of Farkas lemma.
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1

Introduction

Several program analysis and transformation requires to handle conjunction of
affine constraints C and C 0 with a universal quantification as ∀x |= C : C 0 . For
instance, this appears in loop scheduling [6, 7], loop tiling [2], program termination [1] and generation of invariants [3]. Farkas lemma – affine form – provides
a way to get rid of that universal quantification, at the price of introducing
quadratic terms. In the context of program termination and loop scheduling, it
is even possible to use Farkas lemma to turn universally quantified quadratic
constraints into existantially quantified affine constraints. This requires tricky
algebraic manipulations, not easy to applied by hand, neither to implement.
In this paper, we propose a scripting tool, fkcc, which makes possible to
manipulate easily Farkas lemma to benefit from those nice properties. More
specifically, we made the following contributions:
– A general formulation for the resolution of equations S(x) = 0 where S is
summation of affine forms including Farkas terms. So far, this resolution was
applied for specific instances of Farkas summation. Though that generalization is easy to find, it provides the basis of the fkcc scripting language.
– A scripting language to apply and exploit Farkas lemma; among polyhedra,
affine functions and affine forms.
– Our tool, fkcc, implementing these principles, available at http://foobar.enslyon.fr/fkcc. fkcc may be download and tried online via a web interface.
fkcc comes with many examples, making possible to learn the tool quickly.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the affine form of
Farkas, our resolution theorem, and explains how it applies to compute scheduling functions. Then, Section 3 define the syntax outlines informally the semantics
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of the fkcc language. Section 4 presents two complete use-cases of fkcc. Finally,
Section 5 concludes this paper and draws future research perspectives.

2

Farkas Lemma in Program Analysis and Compilation

This section presents the theoretical background of this paper. we first introduce
the affine form of Farkas lemma. Then, we present our theorem to solve equations
S(x) = 0 where S is s summation including Farkas terms. This formalization
will then be exploited to design the fkcc language.
Lemma 1 (Farkas Lemma, affine form). Consider a convex polyhedron P =
{x, Ax + b ≥ 0} ⊆ IRn and an affine form φ : IRn → IR such that φ(x) ≥
0 ∀x ∈ P.
Then: ∃λ ≥ 0, λ0 ≥ 0 such that:
φ(x) = t λ(Ax + b) + λ0

∀x

Hence, Farkas lemma makes possible to remove the quantification ∀x ∈ P by
encoding directly the positivity over P into the definition of φ, thanks to the
Farkas multipliers λ and λ0 . In the remainder, Farkas terms will be denoted
by: F(λ0 , λ, A, b)(x) = t λ(Ax + b) + λ0 . We now propose a theorem to solve
equations S(x) = 0 where S involves Farkas terms. The result is expressed as a
conjunction of affine constraints, which is suited for integer linear programming:
P
Theorem 1. Consider a summation S(x) = u · x + v + i F(λi0 , λi , Ai , bi )(x)
of affine forms, including Farkas terms. Then:

P
u + P i t Ai λ i = 0 ∧
∀x : S(x) = 0 iff
v + i (λi · bi + λ0i ) = 0
Proof. We have:

t

S(x) = x

X

t

Ai λ i

i

= tx u +

X
i

t

!

+

Ai λ i

X
i

!

(λi · bi + λ0i ) + u · x + v

+v+

X
i

(λi · bi + λ0i )

S(x) = τ · x + τ0 = 0 for any x iff τ = 0 and τ0 = 0. Hence the result.

t
u

Application to scheduling Consider the polynomial product kernel depicted in
Figure 3.(a). Farkas lemma and Theorem 1 may be applied to compute a schedule, this is a way to reorganize the computation of the program to fulfill various
criteria (overall latency, locality, parallelism, etc). On this example, a schedule may be expressed as an affine form θ : (i, j) 7→ t assigning a timestamp
t ∈ ZZ to each iteration (i, j). This way, a schedule prescribes an execution order ≺θ := {((i, j), (i0 , j 0 )) | θ(i, j) < θ(i0 , j 0 )}. Figure 3.(b) illustrates the order
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prescribed by the schedule θ(i, j) = i: a sequence of vertical wave fronts, whose
iterations are executed in parallel.
A schedule must be positive everywhere on the set of iteration vectors DN =
{(i, j) | A t (i, j, N ) + b} (referred to as iteration domain). In general, the iterations domains are parametrized (typically by the array size N ) and the schedule
may depends on N . Hence we have to consider vectors (i, j, N ) instead of (i, j):
θ(i, j, N ) ≥ 0

∀(i, j) ∈ DN

(1)

Applying Farkas lemma, this translates to:
∃λ0 ≥ 0, λ ≥ 0

such that

θ(i, j, N ) = F(λ0 , λ, A, b)(i, j, N )

(2)

Moreover, a schedule must satisfy the data dependences (i, j) → (i0 , j 0 ). → is
generally expressed as a Presburger relation [8], in turned abstracted as a rational
convex polyhedron ∆N containing the correct vectors (i, j, i0 , j 0 ) and sometimes
false positives. Here again, ∆N = {(i, j, i0 , j 0 ) | C t (i, j, i0 , j 0 , N ) + d ≥ 0} is
parametrized by structure parameter N . This way, the correctness condition
translates to:
θ(i0 , j 0 , N ) > θ(i, j, N ) ∀(i, j, i0 , j 0 ) ∈ ∆N
(3)
Note that θ(i0 , j 0 , N ) > θ(i, j, N ) is equivalently written as the positivity of an
affine form over a convex polyhedron: θ(i0 , j 0 , N ) − θ(i, j, N ) − 1 ≥ 0. Applying
Farkas lemma:
∃µ0 ≥ 0, µ ≥ 0 such that θ(i0 , j 0 , N ) − θ(i, j, N ) − 1 = F(µ0 , µ, C, d)(i, j, i0 , j 0 , N )
Substituting θ using Equation (2), this translates to S(i, j, i0 , j 0 , N ) = 0, where
S(i, j, i0 , j 0 , N ) is defined as the summation:
F(λ0 , λ, A, b)(i0 , j 0 , N ) − F(λ0 , λ, A, b)(i, j, N ) − F(µ0 , µ, C, d)(i, j, i0 , j 0 , N ) − 1
Since −F(λ0 , λ, A, b) = F(−λ0 , −λ, A, −b), we may apply theorem 1 to obtain
a system of affine constraints with λ0 , λ, µ0 , µ. Linear programming may then
be applied to find out the desired schedule [2, 7]. The same principle might be
applied in termination analysis to derive a ranking function [1], this will be
developed in Section 4.

3

Language

This section specifies the input language of fkcc and outlines informally its
semantics. Figure 1 depicts the input syntax of fkcc. Keywords and syntax
sugar are written with verbatim letters, identifiers with italic letter and syntactic
categories with roman letters. Among identifiers, p is a parameter, v is a variable
(typically a loop counter) and id is an fkcc identifier.
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program ::= (parameters = { p, ..., p };)? instruction; ...; instruction;
instruction ::= object | id := object | lexmin polyhedron | lexmax polyhedron | set id
object ::= polyhedron | affine form | affine function
polyhedron ::=
[ p, ..., p ] -> { [ v, ..., v ] : inequation and ... and inequation }
| polyhedron * ... * polyhedron
| solve affine form = 0
| define affine form with v
| keep v, ..., v in polyhedron
| find id, ..., id s.t. affine form = 0
affine form ::= leaf affine form | leaf affine form [+-] ... [+-] leaf affine form
leaf affine form ::=
{ [ v, ..., v ] -> expression }
| positive on polyhedron
| leaf affine form . affine function
| int
| int * leaf affine form
affine function ::= { [ v, ..., v ] -> [ expression, ..., expression ] }

Fig. 1. fkcc syntax
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Program, instructions, polyhedra An fkcc program consists of a sequence of instructions. There is no other control structure than the sequence. An instruction
may assign an fkcc object (polyhedron, affine form or affine function) to an
fkcc identifier, or may be an fkcc object alone. In the latter, the fkcc object
is streamed out to the standard output. Also, we often need to compute the
lexicographic optimum of a polyhedron, typically to pick an optimal schedule.
fkcc uses parameteric integer linear programming [5] via the Piplib library. The
result is a discussion on the parameter value:
parameters := {N};
lexmin [N] -> {[i,j]: 0 <= i and i <= N and 0 <= j and j <= N};

would give:
if(N >= 0)
{
[] -> {[0,0]}
}
else
{
(no solution)
}
;

Note that structure parameters must be declared with the parameters construct. When no parameters are involved, the parameters construct may be
omitted. The ensure the compatibility with iscc syntax, the parameters of a
polyhedron may be declared on preceding brackets [N] -> .... This is purely
optional: fkcc actually does not analyze this part. The instruction set id emits
id := to the standard output. This makes possible to generate iscc scripts for
further analysis. Finally, the set intersection of two polyhedra P and Q is obtained
with P*Q.
Affine forms An affine form may be defined as a Farkas term:
iterations := [] -> {[i,j,N]: 0 <= i and i <= N and 0 <= j and j <= N};
theta := positive_on iterations;

If iterations is {x | Ax + b ≥ 0}, then theta is defined as F(λ0 , λ, A, b)
where λ0 and λ are fresh positive variables. In that case, the polyhedron is never
parametrized: the parameters must be handled as variables. In particular, do not
name variables with identifiers declared as parameters with parameters :=, as
they would be treated as parameters whatever the context. Affine forms might
be summed, scaled and composed with affine functions, typically to adjust the
input dimension:
to_target := {[i,j,i’,j’,N]->[i,j,N]};
to_source := {[i,j,i’,j’,N]->[i’,j’,N]};
sum := theta.to_target - 2*theta.to_source + 1 + {[i,j,i’,j’,N] -> 2*i-i’};
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In a summation of affine forms, affine forms must have the same input dimension. Also, a constant (1) is automatically interpreted as an affine form
([i,j,i’,j’,N] -> 1). Affine forms may also be stated explicitely ({[i,j,i’,j’,N]
-> 2*i-i’}). The terms of the summation are simply separated with + and -,
no parenthesis are allowed.
Resolution The main feature of fkcc is the resolution of equations S(x) = 0
where S is a summation of affine forms including Farkas terms. This is obtained
with the instruction solve:
solve sum = 0;

The result is a polyhedron with Farkas multipliers (obtained after applying
theorem 1):
[] -> {[lambda_0,lambda_1,lambda_2,lambda_3,lambda_4] :
(2+lambda_0)+(-1*lambda_1) >= 0 and (-2+(-1*lambda_0))+lambda_1 >= 0 and
lambda_2+(-1*lambda_3) >= 0 and (-1*lambda_2)+lambda_3 >= 0 and
(-1*lambda_1)+(-1*lambda_3) >= 0 and lambda_1+lambda_3 >= 0 and
(-1+(-2*lambda_0))+(2*lambda_1) >= 0 and (1+(2*lambda_0))+(-2*lambda_1) >= 0 and
(-2*lambda_2)+(2*lambda_3) >= 0 and (2*lambda_2)+(-2*lambda_3) >= 0 and
1+(-1*lambda_4) >= 0 and -1+lambda_4 >= 0 and lambda_4 >= 0 and
lambda_0 >= 0 and lambda_1 >= 0 and lambda_2 >= 0 and lambda_3 >= 0 and
lambda_4 >= 0 and lambda_0 >= 0 and lambda_1 >= 0 and lambda_2 >= 0 and lambda_3 >= 0};

At this point, we need to recover the coefficients of our affine form theta in
terms of λ (lambda 0,lambda 1,lambda 2,lambda 3) and λ0 (lambda 4). Observe that theta(x) = F(λ0 , λ, A, b)(x) = t λAx + λ · b + λ0 . If the coefficients
of theta are written: theta(x) = τ · x + τ0 , we simply have: τ = t λA and
τ0 = λ · b + λ0 . This is obtained with define:
define theta with tau;

The result is a conjunction of definition equalities, gathered in a polyhedron:
[] -> {[lambda_0,lambda_1,lambda_2,lambda_3,lambda_4,tau_0,tau_1,tau_2,tau_3] :
((-1*lambda_0)+lambda_1)+tau_0 >= 0 and (lambda_0+(-1*lambda_1))+(-1*tau_0) >= 0 and
((-1*lambda_2)+lambda_3)+tau_1 >= 0 and (lambda_2+(-1*lambda_3))+(-1*tau_1) >= 0 and
((-1*lambda_1)+(-1*lambda_3))+tau_2 >= 0 and (lambda_1+lambda_3)+(-1*tau_2) >= 0 and
(-1*lambda_4)+tau_3 >= 0 and lambda_4+(-1*tau_3) >= 0};

The first coefficients tau k define τ , the last one defines the constant τ0 . On
our example, theta(i,j,N) = tau 0*i + tau 1*j + tau 2*N + tau 3. Now
we may gather the results and eliminate the λ to keep only τ and τ0 :
keep tau_0,tau_1,tau_2,tau_3 in ((solve sum = 0)*(define theta with tau));

The result is a polyhedron with the solutions. Here, there are no solutions:
the result is an empty polyhedron. All these steps may be applied once with the
find command:
find theta s.t. sum = 0;

The coefficients are automatically named theta 0, theta 1, etc with the
same convention as define. We point out that define choose fresh names for
coeffients (e.g. tau 4, tau 5 on the second time with ‘‘tau’’) whereas find
always choose the same names. Hence find would be prefered when deriving
separately constraints on the same coefficients of theta. find may filter the
coefficients for several affine forms expressed as Farkas terms in a summation:
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find theta_S,theta_T s.t.
theta_T.to_target - theta_S.to_source - 1
- (positive_on dependences_from_S_to_T) = 0;

This is typically used to compute schedules for programs with multiple assignments (here S and T with dependence from iterations of S to iterations
of T ). Finally, note that keep tau 0,tau 1,tau 2,tau 3 in P; projects P on
variables tau 0,tau 1,tau 2,tau 3: the result is a polyhedron with integral
points of coordinates (tau 0,tau 1,tau 2,tau 3). This way, the order in which
tau 0,tau 1,tau 2,tau 3 are specified to keep impacts directly a further lexicographic optimization.

4

Examples

This section show how fkcc might be used to specify in a few lines termination
analysis and loop scheduling.
4.1

Termination analysis

start

assert x0 > 0 ∧ y0 > 0
x := x0 ; y := y0 ;
while x 6= y
if x > y
then x := x − y;
else y := y − x;

•
x0 :=x0 ,y 0 :=y0
x>y
x0 :=x−y

loop

y>x
y 0 :=y−x

x=y
•

stop

(a) Kernel

(b) Affine automaton

Istart = {x0 > 0 ∧ y0 > 0}
Iloop = {x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x ≤ x0 ∧ y ≤ y0 }
Istop = {x ≤ y0 ∧ x ≤ x0 ∧ x > 0 ∧ x = y}
ρstart (x, y) = (2)
ρloop (x, y) = (1, x + y − 2)
ρstop (x, y) = (0)

(c) Invariants and
ranking

Fig. 2. Termination example

Consider the example depicted on Figure 2. The program computes the gcd of
two integers x0 and y0 (a). It is translated to an affine automaton (b) (also called
integer interpreted automaton), in turn analysed to check the termination (c):
does the program terminates for any input (x0 , y0 ) satisfying the precondition
x0 > 0 ∧ y0 > 0?
This problem is – as most topics in static analysis – undecidable in general.
However, we may conclude when it is possible to derive statically an abstraction precise enough of the program execution. In [1], we provide a termination algorithm based on the computation of a ranking. A ranking is an application ρlabel : ZZ n → (R, ≺) which maps each reachable state of the automaton
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hlabel, xi to a rank belonging to well-founded set. On our example a reachable
state could be hloop, (x : 3, y : 3, x0 : 3, y0 : 6)i after firing the initial transition
and the right transition.
The ranking is decreasing on the transitions: for any transition hlabel, xi →
hlabel0 , x0 i, we have: ρlabel’ (x0 ) ≺ ρlabel (x). Since ranks belong to a well founded
set, there are – by definition – no infinite decreasing chain of ranks. Hence infinite
chains of transitions from an initial state never happen.
On [1], we provide a general method for computing a ranking of an affine
automata. Our ranking is affine per label: ρlabel (x) = Alabel x + blabel ∈ INp .
Figure 2.(c) depicts the ranking found on the example. Ranks ordered with the
lexicographic ordering , the well-founded set is (INp , ). This means that, by
decreasing order, start comes first (2), then all the iterations of loop (1), and
finally stop (0). The transitions involved to compute those constants are the
transitions from start to loop and the transitions from loop to stop. Then,
transitions from loop to loop (left, denoted τ1 and right, denoted τ2 ) are used
to computed the second dimension of ρloop . In the remainder, we will focus on
the computation of the second dimension of ρloop (x + y − 2) from transitions τ1
and τ2 . We will write ρloop (x) for ρloop (x)[1] to simplify the presentation.
Positivity on reachable states The ranking must be positive on reachable states
of loop. The set of x such that hloop, xi is reachable from an initial state is
called the accessibility set of loop. In general, we cannot compute it – this is
the undecidable part of the analysis. Rather, we compute an over-approximation
thanks to linear relation analysis [4, 9]. This set is called an invariant and will
be denoted by Iloop . Figure 2.(c) depicts the invariants on the program. All
the challenge is to make the invariant close enough to the accessibility set so
a ranking can be computed. In fkcc, the assertion x |= Iloop ⇒ ρloop (x) ≥ 0
translates to:
I_loop := [] -> {[x,y,x0,y0]: x>0 and y>0 and x <= x0 and y <= y0};
rank := positive_on I_loop;

Decreasing on transitions Now it remains to find a ranking decreasing on transitions τ1 and τ2 . We first consider τ1 . The assertation x |= Iloop ∧ x > y ⇒
ρloop (x − y, x, x0 , y0 ) < ρloop (x, y, x0 , y0 ) translates to:
tau1 := [] -> {[x,y,x0,y0]: x>y};
s1 := find rank s.t. rank - (rank . {[x,y,x0,y0]->[x-y,y,x0,y0]}) - 1
- positive_on (tau1*I_loop) = 0;

Similarly we compute a solution set s2 from τ2 and Iloop . Finally, the ranking
is found with the instruction lexmin (s1*s2);, which outputs the result:
[] -> {[1,1,0,0,-2]};

This corresponds to the dimension x + y − 2.
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j
θ(i, j, N ) = i
N =3

for i := 0 to N
for j := 0 to N
c[i+j] := c[i+j] + a[i]*b[j];

2
1
0

(a) Product of polynomials

0

1

2

3

i

(b) Iterations and schedule

Fig. 3. Scheduling example

4.2

Scheduling

Figure 3 depicts an example of program (a) computing the product of two polynomials specified by their array of coefficients a and b, and the iteration domain
with the data dependence across iterations (b) and an example schedule θ prescribing a parallel execution by vertical waves, as discussed in Section 2.
Positivity Similarly to the ranking, the positivity condition (1) translates to:
iterations := [] -> { [i,j,N]: 0 <= i and i <= N and 0 <= j and j <= N};
dependence := [] -> { [i,j,i’,j’,N]: 0 <= i and i <= N and 0 <= j and
j <= N and 0 <= i’ and i’ <= N and 0 <= j’ and
j’ <= N and i+j = i’+j’ and i<i’};
# theta(i,j,N) >= 0 for any iteration (i,j,N)
theta := positive_on iterations;

Correctness We enhance the correctness condition (2) by making possible to select the dependence to satisfy. For each dependence class d, we use a 0-1 variable
d . Here we have a single dependence class from S to S, so have only one 0-1
variable :
θ(i0 , j 0 , N ) ≥ θ(i, j, N ) +  ∀(i, j, i0 , j 0 ) ∈ ∆N

On the ranking example, we would have four classes (i = start → loop, τ1 , τ2 , e =
loop → stop). This makes possible to choose which dependence class is satified
(d = 1) or just respected (d = 0). This is the way multidimensional schedules
are built [7]: on the termination example we would have i = e = 1, τ1 = τ2 = 0
for the first dimension, then τ1 = τ2 = 1 for the second dimension. Here it is
kind of artificial, since we have a single dependence. However, the presentation
generalizes easily to several dependence classes. This translates as:
parameters := {inv_eps,eps};
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to_target := {[i,j,i’,j’,N]->[i’,j’,N]};
to_source := {[i,j,i’,j’,N]->[i,j,N]};
# s -> t ==> theta(s) <= theta(t) + eps, 0 <= eps <= 1
theta_correct := solve (theta . to_target) - (theta . to_source)
+ {[i,j,i’,j’,N] -> -1*eps}
- (positive_on dependence) = 0;
theta_def := define theta with theta;
eps_correct := [] -> {[i]: 0 <= eps and eps <= 1 and inv_eps = 1-eps};

Here is the trick: parameters are forbidden to define Farkas terms; however
parameters are perfectly allowed in summation. In that case, the resolution interprets parameters as constants. Hence the trick to set  as a parameter and
to put it in the summation by declaring an explicit affine form {[i,j,i’,j’,N]
-> -1*eps}. We then keep the definition of theta coefficients in terms fo Farkas
multipliers (theta def) and the domain of  (eps correct).
Optimality We seek a schedule θ with a minimal latency `(θ) (number of steps).
When θ is an affine form, `(θ) may be bound by an affine form L(N ) of the
structure parameters [6]: `(θ) ≤ L(N ). This means that:
∀(i, j) ∈ DN :

θ(i, j, N ) ≤ L(N )

Which is, again, completely Farkas compliant. It remains to express L(N ), which
have to be positive provided DN is not empty i.e. N ≥ 0. This translates to:
# L(N) >= 0 on the parameter domain
latency := positive_on ([] -> {[N]: N >= 0});
# theta(i,j,N) <= L(N)
theta_bounded := solve (latency . {[i,j,N] -> [N]}) - theta
- (positive_on iterations) = 0;
bound_def := define latency with latency;

Finally, it remains to gather the constraints (positivity, correctness, optimality) to obtain the result:
lexmin (keep inv_eps,latency_0,latency_1,theta_0,theta_1,theta_2,theta_3,eps
in theta_correct*theta_def*eps_correct*theta_bounded*bound_def);

By priority order, we want to (i) maximize the depedence satisfied (minimize inv eps), then (ii) to minimize the latency (L(N) = latency 0*N + latency 1). This amounts to find the lexicographic minimum with variables ordered
as (inv eps,latency 0,latency 1). Note that eps and inv eps are parameters. Adding them to the variable list of keep has the effect to turn them to
counters eps counter and inv eps counter. We obtain the following result,
pretty-printed using the -pretty option:
theta_0 = 0
theta_1 = -1
theta_2 = 1

fkcc: the Farkas Calculator
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theta_3 = 0
latency_0 = 1
latency_1 = 0
eps_counter = 1
inv_eps_counter = 0

Hence θ(i, j, N ) = N − j, L(N ) = N and the dependence was satisfied
(eps counter = 1).

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented fkcc, a scripting tool to prototype program
analysis and transformations using the affine form of Farkas lemma. The script
language of fkcc is powerful enough to write in a few lines tricky scheduling algorithms and termination analysis. The object representation (polyhedron, affine
functions) is compatible with iscc[10], a widespread polyhedral tool featuring
manipulation of affine relations. fkcc provides features to generate iscc code,
and conversely, the output of iscc might be injected in fkcc. This will allow to
take profit of both worlds.
We believe that scripting tools are mandatory to avaluate rapidly research
ideas. So far, Farkas lemma-based research was locked by two facts: (i) applying
by hand Farkas Lemma is almost impossible and (ii) implementing an analysis
with Farkas lemma is traditionnally tricky, time consuming and highly bug prone.
With fkcc, computer scientists are now freed from these constraints.
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Introduction and motivation. Abstract interpretation is a widely used technique
for automatically detecting errors and proving program properties related to correctness, security, cost, etc. Performing such analysis during software development helps
in early bug detection, but, given the size and complex structure of real-life programs, triggering a complete reanalysis for each set of changes is often too costly.
However, development iterations normally involve small modifications in practice,
which are often isolated within a small number of files or components. This can be
taken advantage of to reduce the cost of re-analysis by reusing previous information. In particular, in CiaoPP [4, 2], incrementality-based cost reductions have been
achieved to date at two levels: on one hand, modular context-sensitive analysis
has been used to obtain global information on the whole program by iterating over
local analyses of its components (modules). While this technique has been primarily
aimed at reducing memory footprint, it can also achieve some incrementality. On
the other hand, fine grain context-sensitive incremental analysis [3] identifies, invalidates, and recomputes only those parts of the analysis results that are
affected by program changes. This analysis has been used to achieve very high levels
of incrementality, with finer granularity (e.g., at program line level), but it does not
take advantage of the module structure.
Objectives. We have recently been working on combining these two techniques
within CiaoPP in order to achieve incrementality both at the intra- and intermodular levels. Extending the context-sensitive, fine-grained, incremental analysis
techniques to the modular setting requires dealing with the fact that the analysis
of a module depends on the analysis of other modules in complex ways, through
several paths to different versions (summaries) of the procedures. In order to bridge
this gap we have developed a framework that analyzes separately the modules of
a modular program, using context-sensitive fixpoint analysis while achieving both
inter-modular (coarse-grain) and intra-modular (fine-grain) incrementality. Our objective is to give an overview (and demo) of the approach and, specially, report on
the results (i.e., incremental gains) obtained so far.
Algorithm. The essence of the algorithm is that the concrete (possibly infinite)
program execution trees are abstracted as graphs (essentially, regular trees), with
the analysis information split by procedure (predicate), and partitioned by module,
while tracking the dependencies between predicates and modules. We solve the problems related to the propagation of the fine-grain change information across module
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Fig. 1. Incremental analysis with different settings and domains

boundaries. We also work out the actions needed to recompute the analysis incrementally after multiple additions and deletions across modules in the program. We
show that the analysis result is always correct and it is the best (most accurate)
over-approximation of the actual behavior of the program. The full description of
the algorithm is given in [1].
Experiments. The results of our experiments are also detailed in [1] and can be reproduced in https://github.com/ciao-lang/ciaopp_tests, but we include here
some results for one characteristic program: a stylized version of the Boyer-Moore
theorem prover, written modularly in Prolog. The experiment chosen consists in
adding all the predicates in all the modules in the program one clause at a time,
(re)running the analysis after each addition, as a stress test of the algorithm. The
experiment is run with different domains: reachability (pdb), groundess (gr), dependency tracking via propositional clauses (def), and sharing and freeness, (pointer
sharing and uninitialized pointers, shfr). The results (in terms of CiaoPP analysis
time) are given in Fig. 1. The analyzer settings shown are the traditional monolithic,
non-incremental analysis (mon), the (monolithic) incremental algorithm (mon inc),
the modular (coarse-grain incremental) algorithm (mod) and the current, fine-grain
modular algorithm (mod inc). It can be seen that the modular incremental approach
is faster in most cases, and all incremental approaches are significantly faster than
the traditional, non-incremental approach. In spite of the different costs of the various abstract domains (e.g., analyzing with def takes at most 40ms while analyzing
with pdb takes at most 17ms), the trend is clear: incremental analysis performs
better than running the analysis from scratch. In general, the implementation and
evaluation show that the proposed modular algorithm achieves competitive and, in
some cases, improved, performance when compared to existing non-modular, finegrain incremental analysis techniques. Furthermore, thanks to the more detailed
propagation of inter-modular analysis information, our new algorithm outperforms
the traditional modular analysis even when analyzing from scratch.
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Abstract. Software model checking has experienced significant progress
in the last two decades, however, one of its major bottlenecks for practical
applications remains its scalability and adaptability. Here, we describe
an approach to integrate software model checking techniques into the
DevOps culture by exploiting practices such as continuous integration
and regression tests. In particular, our proposed approach looks at the
modifications to the software system since its last verification, and submits them to a continuous formal verification process, guided by a set of
regression test cases. Our vision is to focus on the developer in order to
integrate formal verification techniques into the developer workflow by
using their main software development methodologies and tools.
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1

Motivation

Currently, the formal verification community faces a pressing problem to ensure
security and reliability of large codebases, which have a significant impact in
millions of users [1]. Even minor defects can lead to huge impacts for companies
and costumers [2]; for instance, in September 2018, attackers exploited three
Facebook vulnerabilities and stole access tokens from as many as 50 million
users, in order to take over their accounts [3]. In this particular context, software
verification plays an important role in ensuring the overall product reliability.
Even though formal techniques have been dramatically evolved over the past 15
years, the main challenges in the formal methods community remain scalability
and adoptability [4]. So how can we scale formal verification techniques for
real-world software systems? How can we increase adoption of formal verification
techniques by software engineers in industry?
In order to tackle both aforementioned questions, our vision is to integrate
formal verification techniques into the workflow of the main software development methodologies and tools. Our work is inspired by recent insights described
by Sadowski et al. [2] who describe a set of lessons from building static analysis
tools at Google. We believe that formal methods can be effective in improving
software quality assurance of a large number of organisations around the globe.
In particular, our approach aims to provide a solution that applies formal verification in a way that is both (i) low-effort e.g., fits into existing processes, and
(ii) scalable to the large software systems used in industry. Here our focus is on

software model checking techniques combined with DevOps culture, particularly,
continuous integration (CI). On one hand, we have software model checking [4],
which has been successfully applied to discover subtle errors but, for larger applications, often suffers from the state-space explosion problem [5]. On the other
hand, we have continuous integration, which has been widely adopted by the
software development community, but relies on a test suite that typically does
not cover significant parts of the state-space [6].
We propose a continuous formal verification (CFV) approach, which aims to
automatically detect design errors and integration problems as quickly as possible. First, we concentrate the verification effort to code changes rather than the
entire system, thus, we only re-verify the code changes that could potentially
break the properties of a system; this verification process should run fast (e.g.,
in less than 5 minutes) in order to provide quick (and useful) feedback for developers. Second, we select the regression tests related to each code change (e.g., an
updated function), generalize these tests, and formally verify the code changes
using software model checking. Lastly, we gather all the information from this
analysis and report it back to the analytic and development team, who will carry
out this process continuously; this step is crucial according to Sadowski et al.
since careful developer workflow integration is key for any static analysis tool
adoption by engineers [2].
Our main contributions are twofold. Firstly, we propose a feasible integration of software model checking into DevOps practices, thus making formal
verification techniques accessible to software engineers. Here, our approach will
focus on the developer and their feedback; the goal is to increase the adoption of
our approach in real-world software projects by integrating our verification tool
into the developer workflow. Secondly, we propose to reduce the impact of statespace explosion in development practices using existing regression tests in the
verification process, which will provide quick and useful feedback for developers
so that they can easily locate and fix bugs.

2

Continuous Formal Verification

The essence of this approach relies on the principle of compositional analysis [1].
Practically, we are inspired by CI practice, a well-known concept in Extreme
Programming, proposed by Martin Fowler [6]. CI is particularly relevant when
coupled with tools to automatically build and test a project’s code base. Since
the builds are generated after every incoming code changes (i.e., commits and
pull requests), problems can be detected much earlier. We can take advantage
of such modularity to apply formal techniques in a continuous environment by
model checking a software component only after it is changed, i.e., we place our
approach at diff-time. We use the same information (i.e., development history
and regression test cases), but in a way to substantially reduce verification complexity and increase coverage in a pull-based development model (e.g., GitHub1 ).
The development cycle initiates with the developer submitting changes to
the code base through a software configuration management (SCM) system. For
each system build, we thus use the information from the SCM system to identify
1
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the components that have actually been modified and focus on these. Importantly, we focus on C projects and each function is considered as a component.
Equivalence checking [7] is then performed to identify which changes have an
actual impact on the code base. At this point, the regression test suite (containing unit and functional tests) is of paramount importance, since we select the
regression tests correspondent to the non-equivalent changed components. To
increase coverage, these regression tests are passed to a generalization process.
Finally, we check the use of non-equivalent components through the generalized
regression tests and collect the reports (e.g., counterexamples) and send it to the
analytics team. In order to adopt such an approach, a project must comply with
two basic guidelines: (i) the development process must be based on a continuous
integration environment and (ii) it must include a regression test suite. We are
currently building tools that can completely automate our CFV process.
The following sections describe the two steps of the process, highlighting
key challenges: identifying relevant code changes, and the model checking of
generalized test cases. As an illustrative example, we use the a GitHub project
called vec2 , an ANSI-C type-safe dynamic array implementation. The repository
contains 22 test cases, which intend to cover all possible execution paths related
to the functionalities of the type-safe dynamic array. We focus on the function
vec insert , shown in Fig. 1, to exemplify our proposed approach.
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#d e f i n e v e c u n p a c k ( v ) \
( char ∗∗)&( v)−>data , &(v)−>l e n g t h , &(v)−> c a p a c i t y ,

s i z e o f ( ∗ ( v)−>d a t a )

#d e f i n e v e c i n s e r t ( v , idx , v a l ) \
( v e c i n s e r t ( v e c u n p a c k ( v ) , i d x ) ? −1 : \
( ( v)−>d a t a [ i d x ] = ( v a l ) , 0 ) , ( v)−> l e n g t h ++, 0 )
i n t v e c i n s e r t ( char ∗∗ data , i n t ∗ l e n g t h , i n t ∗ c a p a c i t y , i n t memsz ,
int idx ) {
i n t e r r = v e c e x p a n d ( data , l e n g t h , c a p a c i t y , memsz ) ;
i f ( e r r ) return e r r ;
memmove( ∗ d a t a + ( i d x + 1 ) ∗ memsz ,
∗ d a t a + i d x ∗ memsz ,
( ∗ l e n g t h − i d x ) ∗ memsz ) ;
return 0 ;
}

Fig. 1: Implementation of the vec insert function that adds the val value in the
idx index of the vec structure. We omit the function vec expand for simplicity:
it reallocates the vector if it needs to be expanded.

2.1

Checking for Relevant Code Changes

We begin from the principle that if a modified version of a component is computationally equivalent to its older version, then it is not necessary to prove that
all properties that hold for the old version still hold for the modified one. Thus,
we use equivalence checking to check whether the modified components need to
2
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be re-verified. Naturally, proving the equivalence of two functions is in general
undecidable [7], and the effort we spend in trying to do so might be wasted.
However, such an approach can potentially reduce the immediate verification effort, since proving the equivalence of two function versions can be less expensive
than re-verifying the function [7]. In addition, by proving that two versions of
a function are computationally equivalent, we eliminate the effort to re-verify
any other function that depends on it (unless that function has been changed
as well). Therefore, this approach limits the propagation of changes through the
system and, consequently, reduces the effort to overall system verification.
The equivalence check will happen in two steps: a (1) fast and imprecise
abstract syntax tree (AST) structural equivalence check [8], and a (2) slow and
precise formal check e.g. bounded model checking (BMC). In the AST structural
equivalence check, easy cases will be caught without the need to formally verify
it, e.g., a function is renamed and the call sites are updated, or comments are
added to a function body. If the AST is structurally not equivalent, we then
encode the old and the new functions, and check if they are equivalent for the
same inputs. A time limit is set for the formal check since it is more useful to
spend time running the regression tests than checking their equivalence; if the
time limit is exhausted, we assume they are not equivalent and start the tests.
In our illustrative project vec we find commits that would benefit from our
approach. In commit 40d5cc173 , the developer changes that name of a macro
vec absindex used in an early version of the function shown in Fig. 1, and in
commit 7d8588bc4 , the developer removes the support for negative indexes when
accessing arrays. In the former, the ASTs would found to be equivalent, neither
triggering the next formal check nor starting the tests, while in the latter, the
formulas would be found to be not equivalent by the formal check, triggering the
regression tests.
Open Challenges. There are many techniques that could be applied to
perform equivalence checking such as SYMDIFF [9] and CORK [10] tools or
through directed incremental symbolic execution (DiSE) [11]; in future, we will
evaluate their performance in this CFV setting. We will also exploit this module
by generating test cases from code changes [12].
2.2

Model Checking Generalized Tests

It is of paramount importance a software project follows two key best-practice
principles: (i) keep the project as modular as possible and create short functions
that focus on one particular objective (ii) provide at least one regression/unit
test for every function. Such an approach is key to a successful compositional
analysis of the software project, where the combination of the analysis result of
its parts represents the analysis result of the whole.
After pruning the unmodified components, we only focus on the existing regression test cases related to the modified ones, in order to reduce the state
space to be explored by the model checker. However, we do not generate new
concrete values for the test cases with the purpose of maximizing the code coverage. Instead, we combine existing test cases with non-deterministic input values
to maximize the coverage of this verification. The use of regression tests also help
3
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to reduce the state space by breaking the global model (containing the entire
program) into local models (containing only the functions under verification)
and generate on demand the reachable states to be visited by the model checker,
starting with the state described by the test case. This reduces the number of
paths and variables to be considered during model checking.
In our illustrative project vec, by measuring the number of linearly independent paths in all functions, i.e., the project’s cyclomatic complexity [13], we
clearly see the benefit of focusing on the regression tests. In the case of vec, the
entire system has a cyclomatic complexity of 24; in contrast, its regression tests
have an average cyclomatic complexity of 1.
Through BMC, we can check for all possible paths in the implementation
shown in Fig. 1, by non-deterministically assigning a value for each function
parameter (i.e., pos, and val) assuming a valid initialized structure (i.e., v).
Rather than modifying the program, we modify the regression tests and replace
the concrete input values by non-deterministic choices. Here, we replace the series
of function invocations with a non-deterministic one (see lines 5–7 of Fig. 2b).
We can try to get full coverage in this particular module because we already
pruned the state space by only selecting the modified parts of the system.
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test section (” vec insert ” );
vec int t v;
v e c i n i t (&v ) ;
int i ;
f o r ( i = 0 ; i < 1 0 0 0 ; i ++)
v e c i n s e r t (&v , 0 , i ) ;
t e s t a s s e r t ( v . d a t a [ 0 ] == 9 9 9 ) ;
test assert (
v . d a t a [ v . l e n g t h − 1 ] == 0 ) ;
v e c i n s e r t (&v , 1 0 , 1 2 3 ) ;
t e s t a s s e r t ( v . d a t a [ 1 0 ] == 1 2 3 ) ;
t e s t a s s e r t ( v . l e n g t h == 1 0 0 1 ) ;
v e c i n s e r t (&v , v . l e n g t h − 2 , 6 7 8 ) ;
t e s t a s s e r t ( v . d a t a [ 9 9 9 ] == 6 7 8 ) ;
test assert (
v e c i n s e r t (&v , 1 0 , 1 2 3 ) == 0 ) ;
v e c i n s e r t (&v , v . l e n g t h , 7 8 9 ) ;
test assert (
v . d a t a [ v . l e n g t h − 1 ] == 7 8 9 ) ;
v e c d e i n i t (&v ) ;
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test section (” vec insert ” );
vec int t v;
v e c i n i t (&v ) ;
int val = nondet int ( ) ;
s i z e t pos = n o n d e t s i z e t ( ) ;
v e c i n s e r t (&v , pos , v a l ) ;
t e s t a s s e r t ( v . d a t a [ pos ] == v a l ) ;
v e c d e i n i t (&v ) ;

(b) Generalized version.

(a) Original test.

Fig. 2: Generalization of the regression test for the function shown in Fig. 1.

Open Challenges. Our main difficulty here is how to deal with false negatives as the non-deterministic choice of values for program variables may force
the exploration of paths that are infeasible in the original program. So, we need
to find a balance between coverage and soundness. We also need to increase
automation as much as possible. One may combine techniques to automatically
generate tests based on counterexamples [14] or source code [15]. We will also
increase the power of this analysis by using conditional verifiers [16] or applying
different model checking approaches (i.e., explicit-state).

3

Related Work

Fitzgerald and Stol [17] present a holistic overview of the activities related to
continuous software engineering, which includes continuous testing and verification. Although they do not propose a new approach, they highlight the importance of continuous (and automatic) testing and verification in the context of
DevOps. Interestingly, Beyer and Lemberger [18] perform a comparison between
software testers and software model checkers, which shows that model checkers
are mature enough to be used in practice (they even outperform testing tools),
and the combination of both techniques could lead to even better results. Indeed,
there are many reports of successful attempts that use formal techniques in large
software systems.
For instance, Klein et al. [19] show how to scale formal proofs based on software architecture to real systems at low cost; Godefroid, Levin, and Molnar [20]
describe the remarkable impact of SAGE tool, which performs dynamic symbolic
execution to hunt for security issues in Microsoft applications; Cordeiro, Fischer, and Marques-Silva [21] as well as Yin and Knight [22] propose approaches
to conduct formal verification of large software systems. Furthermore, there are
two important studies that tackle the combination of formal techniques with
continuous integration, which led to promising results and reflect the need and
scientific challenges in the industry to follow this road. First, Chudnov et al. [23]
describe how Amazon Web Services (AWS) prove the correctness of their Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol implementation, and how they use CI tools
to keep proving the software properties during its lifetime. Similarly, O’Hearn [1]
presents Infer, a static analyzer used at Facebook following a continuous reasoning approach. Neither Chudnov et al. nor O’Hearn try to handle model checking
in a continuous process; the latter states this as an open challenge for the community.
These cases highlight the impact of formal techniques in real software systems; however, they do not present guidelines to generalize these approaches to a
wide range of software projects, which could lead to a significant adoption of formal techniques by practitioners. Thus, there is still an open-call for approaches
that could potentially popularize formal techniques in software engineering practices.

4

Conclusions and Future Work

Model checking of entire systems is usually not feasible for many industrial applications due to the state-space explosion problem, however, one of the scalability
challenges can be solved through leveraging changes to the system. Thus, we
propose CFV, an approach with the potential to detect software vulnerabilities
by combining dynamic and static verification to reduce the state space. This
potential propels us to further research this topic: we are currently developing
an automated software tool to tackle the key challenges of equivalence checking
and test case generalization, so it can be applied to large open-source projects.
We are also working in close collaboration with software developers at Samsung
with the goal of integrating our automated reasoning tool into their workflow,
thus increasing adoption of formal methods in industry.
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Abstract. Backward symbolic execution (BSE), also known as weakest precondition computation, is a useful technique to determine validity of assertions in
program code by transforming its semantics into boolean conditions for an SMT
solver. Regrettably, the literature does not cover various challenges which arise
during its implementation, especially when we want to reason about heap objects
using the theory of arrays and to use the SMT solver efficiently. In this paper,
we present our achievements in this area. Our contribution is threefold. First, we
summarize the two most popular state-of-the-art approaches used for BSE, denoting them as disjunct propagation and conjunct combination. Second, we present
a novel method for modelling heap operations in BSE using the theory of arrays,
optimized for incremental checking during the analysis and handling the input
heap. Third, we compare both approaches with our heap handling implementation on a set of program examples, presenting their strengths and weaknesses.
The evaluation shows that conjunct combination is the most efficient variant, exceeding the straightforward implementation of disjunct propagation in an order
of magnitude.
Keywords: backward symbolic execution, weakest precondition, heap data structures, input heap, theory of arrays

1 Introduction
Symbolic execution is an established technique to explore semantics of programs, create
tests with high code coverage and discover bugs [2]. To achieve that, it systematically
explores the state space of the program reachable from the entry point, transforming the
possible execution paths into boolean constraints. These constraints are usually passed
to an SMT solver to determine the reachability of the corresponding paths. To reason
about objects on the heap, several of the practically-usable tools [6, 18] use the theory
of arrays [10], which can be handled by the most of the state-of-the-art SMT solvers [8].
If we are not interested in the exploration of the whole program and we want to
inspect only one particular problematic place instead, we can use the backward variant
of symbolic execution, sometimes referred to also as the weakest precondition analysis [7, 9]. As its name suggests, backward symbolic execution starts at the assertion of
our interest and traverses the execution direction backwards. If it manages to reach the
entry point and find an assignment satisfying the path constraints, it can provide us with
a valuable test case. Otherwise, if no under-approximation is used and the assertion
violation is proved to be unreachable, it is validated.
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As we can see, each run of backward symbolic execution can be very expensive in
terms of resources. However, the information it provides is potentially very detailed and
useful for detecting the causes of errors. Therefore, it is important to use it in an appropriate context. There is a plethora of techniques which use some kind of abstraction,
enabling them to efficiently analyse large programs for the cost of introducing false
positives [17, 15, 11]. Backward symbolic execution can be then used only at the places
where these techniques found potential errors in order to examine them further. For example, the authors of Snugglebug were able to verify 29 of 38 feasible null dereference
exceptions found by FindBugs [11] in a Java codebase of 750 kLOC [7]. Another usage
of backward symbolic execution is to run it in an interactive fashion, enabling programmers to gather as much information about a specific program error as possible [12].
Although backward symbolic execution can be indeed very useful, it is not as popular in the literature as the forward variant. Therefore, many important design considerations and potential complications have to be rediscovered during each implementation.
For example, when calling an SMT solver multiple times, it is often efficient for the
subsequently analysed conjunctions to share a common prefix. As we illustrate in Section 2, that complicates the way to handle the constraints, because we then should not
alter the existing ones, only add new ones. We tackle this problem and other issues in
our contributions:
1. We summarize the existing algorithms commonly used for backward symbolic execution in Section 3.
2. We present a novel way to transform heap operations into boolean constraints in
Section 4. These transformations fit into the mentioned algorithms and utilize performance enhancements of the state-of-the-art SMT solvers.
3. We compare the performance of all the presented approaches on a set of code examples in Section 5.
In Section 6, we compare our approach to the most important papers and tools
related to our work, while Section 7 concludes.

2 Problem
All the issues related to implementing a backward symbolic execution tool stem from its
very nature. Forward symbolic execution starts with a fixed set of symbolic input variables and all the gradually constructed constraints can be essentially build from them.
With backward symbolic execution, the situation is different, as the set of input variables constantly changes according to the variables encountered along the way. Every
time a variable is read, it is added to this set; every time it is assigned to, it is removed
from it.
We will illustrate the approaches on a simple method ScalarExample in Listing 1.1. The forward variant starts with a symbolic variable a assigned to a, at lines 2
and 3 it then assigns 1 to b and 2 to c. When it comes to the assertion a != b at line 4,
it interprets it using the known values and negates the expression to discover any error
inputs, resulting in a simple condition a = 1. The backward variant starts directly at the
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Listing 1.1: Sample C# code to demonstrate symbolic execution
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

void ScalarExample (int a) {
int b = 1;
int c = 2;
Debug. Assert (a != b);
}
void HeapExample1 (Node a) {
a.next = new Node ();
Node b = a.next;
Debug. Assert (a != b);
}
void HeapExample2 (Node a) {
Node b = a.next;
Node c = new Node ();
Debug. Assert (b != c);
}

assertion, creating a condition a = b, where a and b are the input variables corresponding to their symbolic variables a and b, respectively. As the condition is not dependent
on c in any way, it can safely skip its assignment at line 3. Next, the assignment of 1
into b at line 2 must effectively remove it from the set of input variables and replace it
by 1 in the condition, resulting again in a = 1. Although this simple example does not
demonstrate any significant differences, things become more complicated when heap
operations and various efficiency optimizations are involved:
Constantly changing input heap: The rule with the constantly changing set of input
variables applies to the input heap as well. Moreover, its analysis gets more complicated, because the objects from the input heap might get intertwined with the ones
created during the analysed program run. Consider the assertion a != b on the line 10
in Listing 1.1. At first, the objects in the input heap might be possibly referenced by
both a and b. The field read at line 9 causes b to be loaded from the current input heap.
However, we cannot assume that the loaded reference is from the input heap as well,
because it can always be assigned an explicitly allocated object, as at line 8. Therefore, we need to provide a way to correctly distinguish between the input heap and the
explicitly allocated objects and to enable their various interactions.
Incremental solving: There are many usage scenarios of SMT solvers where we need to
call them successively on similar formulas. E.g., in the case of symbolic execution, we
might want to explore two independent code branches sharing the same prefix. Therefore, a modern SMT solver can be usually used incrementally, with the possibility to
cache certain knowledge between subsequent calls. To add and remove assertions, they
offer two useful mechanisms: an assertion stack and assumptions. The former enables
us to use a stack-based system of scopes containing the particular assertions, with the
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ability to destroy all the data of the topmost scope while retaining the remaining ones.
The latter works by adding every assertion a in the form of l =⇒ a, where l is a literal
specified later during each call of the solver. Because we want to utilize these features
to optimize our SMT calls, it is important that we construct the formulas in a proper
way, possibly combining the strengths of both techniques.

3 Backward Symbolic Execution
3.1

Notation

Let us clarify the terminology and semantics of various formulas and symbols used
in this paper. If we speak about a function or mapping g : A → B, it is understood
as a partial function, hence defined on the subset of its domain A. If g(a) for a ∈ A
is not defined, we denote it as g(a) = undef. The function g[a → b] is defined to be
the same as g, except for it maps a to b. This notation can be generalized for a set:
g[{a1 , ..., an } → b] = g[a1 → b]...[an → b].
As to the formalism used for SMT queries, many-sorted first-order logic is used.
Because the meaning of sort in logic corresponds to the meaning of type in computer
science, we will use these two names interchangeably, according to the context. The
signature Σ = (S, F , P) comprises a set of sorts S, a set of function symbols F and
a set of predicate symbols P. Symbolic variables Σv , terms Σt , atoms Σa , and formulas
Σ f are derived from the signature, using the standard recursive way. A formula ϕ[a/b]
is constructed by replacing all the occurrences of a in ϕ by b. The function FreshΣv
retrieves a symbolic variable not yet used in any context. In general, for any domain A,
FreshA retrieves a variable a ∈ A, which is not yet used in the analysis.
Let C be a set of classes contained in the analysed program. For each class c ∈ C,
there is a corresponding set Fc containing all its fields. All the fields in the program are
S
contained in F = c∈C Fc . To enable working with reference symbolic variables, we
introduce a set of reference sorts R = {σc | c ∈ C} ⊂ S. As an instrument to reason about
types of fields and variables, we use function t : V ∪ F → S. Ft(v) as an abbreviation
for Fc where σc = t(v). Reference fields FR and value fields FV are defined as follows:
FR = { f ∈ F | t( f ) ∈ R}

FV = F \ FR

Analogicaly, reference and value variables:
VR = {v ∈ Σv | t(v) ∈ R}

VV = Σv \ VR

Note that the sorts R representing reference variables are used only to ease formal
description of heap operations. They are effectively replaced by functions on arrays and
integers, as we describe in Section 4. All the reference variables are expected to point
to objects on the heap, there is no notion of low-level pointers and of accessing stack
variables by references.
To reason about a certain program, we expect it to be given as a control flow graph
(CFG). Each node n contains at most one operation n.op and each edge e = (n1 , ψe , n2 ) is
marked with a condition ψe . The possible operations follow: scalar assignment of term
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vt ← s t, reference assignment vt ←r vr , reference comparison assignment1 vt ← (v1r =
v2r ), new object creation vt ←r new T , field read vt ← vr . f and field write vr . f ← vv .
Note that the last two operations can occur both for reference and variable fields, in
some cases we denote it by ←r and ← s , respectively. Assertions are modelled as edges
to special nodes.
To keep the scope limited, this paper does not directly address handling loops, interprocedural analysis or recursion. In order to evaluate our approach on programs of
smaller size, we use a simple preprocessor for CFGs, which unwinds the loops for a
given number of iterations. To handle interprocedural calls, we plan to extend it to handle inlining of the procedures up to a certain level of recursive calls. We are aware that
this approach is underapproximate and does not scale well on larger programs. In order to mitigate this issue, we will inspire from the existing tools which were able to
efficiently extend backward symbolic execution into an interprocedural analysis. Snugglebug uses directed call graph construction and tabulation, enabling it to explore the
call graph lazily and reuse certain summaries obtained for each procedure [7]. Alter
combines backward and forward symbolic execution to combine method summaries,
utilizing interpolant computation to learn from infeasible paths [16].
3.2

Algorithm

Whereas in forward symbolic execution we usually want to reasonably spread our analysis among the state space to achieve high code coverage [2], backward symbolic execution often works by gathering summaries towards the entry point [7, 1]. At least in the
intraprocedural case it is a natural approach, as we are interested in finding a feasible
path between the entry node and the target node.
BSE(cfg, ntrg )
1: var states: node → state
2: states[ntrg ] ← state representing true
3: for all node n in cfg sorted by reverse dependency on ntrg do
4:
var deps ← {(ψe , ndep , states[ndep ]) | edge (n, ψe , ndep ) in cfg}
5:
states[n] ← Merge(n, deps)
6:
if DoSolve() ∧ Solve(GetCondition(states, n)) = UNSAT then
7:
states[n] ← state representing false
8: return states

Fig. 1: Backward symbolic execution algorithm
An overall algorithm structure is shown in Fig. 1. Given a target node ntrg , it traverses cfg backwards towards the entry node and gathers useful information along the
way. The information is stored in the states associative array. In the beginning, because
we expect cfg to be acyclic, we can sort its nodes according to their topological order in
1

We did not put reference comparison directly in the edge conditions so that we can describe
its processing later in the unified manner with the other heap operations, see Section 4.
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the reversed cfg, skipping those not reachable from ntrg . This way, when processing a
node, we are sure that the dependent nodes were already processed. For each node, we
gather the states of the directly adjacent nodes and their corresponding edge conditions
into deps. Merge is a core function responsible for inferring the state of a given node
according to its dependencies. DoSolve is a heuristic returning true for the entry node
and possibly also during the exploration so that certain infeasible parts get pruned. GetCondition is used to gather the condition corresponding to a given state, returns false if
ntrg is unreachable from that node. Eventually the algorithm retrieves all the computed
states. The caller can then extract interesting pieces of information from it, such as a
possible input driving the execution towards ntrg .
state: formula in DNF
MergeDisj(n, deps)
1: var merged ← disjunction of {ψe ∧ d | d disjunct in ϕ, (ψe , ndep , ϕ) ∈ deps}
2: return ProcessOperationDisj(Simplify(merged), n.op)
ProcessOperationDisj(state, vt ← s t)
1: return state[vt / t]
GetConditionDisj(states, n)
1: return states[n]

Fig. 2: Backward symbolic execution implementation using disjunct propagation
In the literature, we have identified two main possible implementations of this algorithm. The first, listed in Fig. 2, is based on formulas in DNF and their propagation
in the form of disjuncts [7]. MergeDisj merges the disjunctions in all the dependent
nodes and enhances them by their corresponding edge conditions, simplifying the resulting formula by Simplify and passing it to ProcessOperationDisj. Simplify applies
various techniques of reducing a disjunction size while maintaining its semantics. ProcessOperationDisj handles an assignment vt ← s t by replacing the target variable vt by
the term t representing its value, GetConditionDisj simply returns the disjunction for
the given node. Heap operations and the implementation of GetCondition for heaps is
described in Section 4.
In Fig. 3, the other implementation is listed [1]. Instead of propagating a set of disjuncts to the entry node, it associates each node n with a condition ψn describing its
semantics and control flow. As seen in GetConditionConj, to reason about the whole
path, we can pass a conjunction of these conditions to an SMT solver, which enables
an efficient incremental usage. Since we can reason about mutable variables, our state
contains also a map vers containing a version number for each encountered program
variable. Unlike the previous case, we need to store certain information about a symbolic heap in each state; the details will be provided in Section 4.
MergeConj works as follows. Each node n is associated with a propositional variable cn to express that the control flow reached it. The condition ψn is an implication
with cn on the left side. The right side consists of two parts: a join condition ψ join and an
operation condition ψop . The purpose of ψ join is to model the branching of the control
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state: (node condition ψn , vers: VV → N, heap)
MergeConj(n, deps)
1: var mergedVers ← merge vers in deps to get the highest of each entry
2: (var mergedHeap, var heapJoinConds) ← MergeHeaps(heaps in deps)
3: var ψ join ← disjunction of
{versioned ψe ∧ cndep ∧ JoinVers(vers, mergedVers) ∧ heapJoinCond for heap
| (ψe , ndep , ψndep , vers, heap) ∈ deps}
4: (var ψop , var finalVers, var finalHeap) ← ProcessOperationConj(mergedVers, mergedHeap,
n.op)
5: return (cn =⇒ ψ join ∧ ψop , mergedVers, mergedHeap)
ProcessOperationConj(vers, heap, vt ← s t)
1: if vers[vt ] = undef then
2:
return (true, vers, heap)
3: else
4:
var oldVer ← vers[vt ]
5:
var newVers ← vers[vt → oldVer + 1, {unknown variables in t} → 0]
6:
return (voldVer
= t versioned by newVers, newVers, heap)
t
GetConditionConj(states, n)
1: return cn ∧ conjunction of ψn0 where n0 is reachable from n

Fig. 3: Backward symbolic execution implementation using conjunct combination

flow by creating a disjunction on the edge conditions where each disjunct redirects the
flow to the corresponding cndep and possibly synchronizes the variable versions of the
dependent nodes using JoinVers. An operation condition, created by ProcessOperationConj, handles an assignment by making the given variable under its current version
equal to the given term and associating the variable with a new version. Notice that if
vt has not been encountered so far, we can safely ignore the operation. Heap operation
handling is described in Section 4, including the merging of heaps.
As we can see, each implementation is connected with certain advantages and disadvantages. The disjunct propagation approach is based on maintaining sets of disjuncts
and simplifying them, while the operations are handled as term substitutions. As a result, the final condition can be potentially much simpler than in the other case, because
it does not contain any helper variables representing various versions and Simplify can
help to get rid of various repetitive patterns. On the other hand, if the simplification is
not successful enough, the size of the resulting formula can be exponential with respect
to the number of calls to Merge. Furthermore, it cannot fully utilize incremental SMT
solvers, as they work by adding immutable conjuncts to an assertion stack. The conjunction combination case is able to use them efficiently and the generated condition size is
usually linear with respect to the number of the analysed nodes, which is redeemed by
the presence of helper variables.
Although in this work, the implementations are handled as two separate techniques,
we plan to pursue a way to efficiently combine them, using the best features of both.
Creating simple procedure summaries might be crucial for developing an efficient in-
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terprocedural algorithm, whereas utilizing an incremental SMT solver might help with
exploring large program state.

4 Modelling Heap Using Array Theory
4.1

Main Idea

The array theory enables SMT solvers to reason about heap memory in forward symbolic execution and concolic execution [6, 18]. Its axioms, in addition to those of theory
of uninterpreted functions, follow [4]:
∀a, i, j (i = j ⇒ read(write(a, i, v), j) = v)

∀a, i, j (i , j ⇒ read(write(a, i, v), j) = read(a, j))
∀a, b ((∀i(a[i] = b[i]) ⇔ a = b)

As we can see, array theory generalises the operations of the array data structure,
with the only difference being the immutability of the array variables. In the forward
variant of symbolic execution, a common approach is to associate an array with each
defined field and represent all the references by integers [18]. Reading a value from
an instance can be then naturally modelled by using the read operation on the corresponding reference and array. Writing a value is similarly performed by using the write
operation to produce a new version of the particular array. To ensure that different allocations of new objects do not reference the same object, we can use an internal counter
and increment it every time an allocation is performed (allocation site counting) [3]. To
denote null references, 0 is used.
All these principles can be directly adopted for backward symbolic execution as
well [7]. However, to our knowledge there is a serious problem not sufficiently tackled
in the literature. If we do not analyse a program from its very start, we expect that
there are existing objects on the heap, prior to the entry point, where the analysis begins
from, being called the input heap. Therefore, each reference can point either to an object
located in the input heap, to null, or to an object allocated explicitly during the analysis.
The problem is that if we do not constrain the references from the input heap to be
distinct from the explicitly allocated objects, the SMT solver might produce a model
where the references from those two distinct groups are equal.
Consider the method HeapExample1 in Listing 1.1. Apart from the instance created
at line 8, there is also an instance passed as the parameter a. Because this instance
was created before the method call, we must assert that it is distinct from the former.
Otherwise, an SMT solver might create an invalid model where a = b, so the input heap
contains a reference to the explicitly created instance before it even exists.
Furthermore, all the references from a in the beginning of the method must point
either to null or to other input heap instances. In method HeapExample2, we can see
the reason. If we do not constrain the reference loaded from a.next in any way, the
SMT solver can create a model where b = c.
A natural approach used in our solution is to restrict all the input heap objects to
be represented as negative integers. In the case of forward symbolic execution, we can
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remember the first version of the variable representing each field and then constrain it
whenever we access it from any reference. In HeapExample1, we start with an input
reference a ≤ 0 and an array variable next0 representing the field next in the beginning.
At line 8 we assert next1 = write(next0 , a, 1), making next1 the current version of the
field. Nevertheless, when we access the field at line 9, we can retrospectively add a
constraint read(next0 , a) ≤ 0, making a.next from the input heap either to be null or
to reference another object from the input heap. As we only add constraints and never
alter the existing ones, this approach is naturally efficient for incremental solving.
When trying to using this approach in backward symbolic execution, we encounter
a major problem. Because the view of the input heap continues to change as the analysis
proceeds backwards, we cannot use any single version of the array variable representing
the given field. For example, if we decide to set the input heap constraint at line 9 as
read(next0 , a) ≤ 0, we prevent a.next to be assigned any explicitly created instance,
which exactly happens at line 8.
As we explain below, we tackle this problem by creating a helper “input” array
variable for each field and firmly asserting its equality with the current field variable
version only when explicitly checking the condition. A similar solution is created also
for the reference variables, as they face the same issue.
4.2

Operation Definitions

The implementation of heap operation handling for the disjunct propagation algorithm
from Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 4. To mark symbolic variables corresponding to reference
variables and fields, we use the s superscript. For a reference variable v, v s represents a
symbolic integer variable; for a field f , f s represents a symbolic array variable indexed
by integers. The value sort of f s is t( f ) if f ∈ FV , integer otherwise. The semantics
of a reference variable v is as follows. If v s = 0, v is null; therefore, null s = 0. If
v s > 0, v references an object explicitly created during the analysed part of the program.
Otherwise, if v s < 0, v references an object in the input heap, i.e., it is created in the not
yet analysed code.
We can see that assignments, comparisons and new object creations are implemented as simple replacements of the corresponding target variables in the existing
formula. FreshN+ ensures that each created object is represented by a distinct number.
A field write replaces all the occurrences of the given field array variable f s by an
expression that writes the given value vv to f s on the index given by the instance vr .
Because vv can be either a reference variable or a scalar value (term), we use a helper
function Symb which optionally adds the s superscript if vv ∈ VR . Because the operation
would not have been executed if vr was null, we also add the condition vrs , 0.
When reading a value from a field, we distinguish between the scalar case ← s and
the reference case ←r . In the scalar case, we just replace the read variable by the formula
representing array read and assert that vr is not null. In the reference case, we also need
to handle the aforementioned problems with input heap. Therefore, for each field f , we
create also a helper symbolic array variable f in , which is never rewritten during any
operation. By adding read( f in , vrs ) ≤ 0 we ensure that any read from the input heap
using vr will always either be null or reference an input heap object. These variables are
then used in GetConditionDisjHeap, where we associate all the constraints gathered for
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ProcessOperationDisjHeap(state, op)
1: switch op do
2:
case vt ←r vv
3:
return state[vts / vrs ]
4:
case vt ← (v1 = v2 )
5:
return state[vt / (v1s = v2s )]
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

case vt ←r new T
return state[vts / FreshN+ ()]
case vr . f ← vv
return state[ f s / write( f s , vrs , Symb(vv ))] ∧ vrs , 0
case vt ← s vr . f
return state[vt / read( f s , vrs )] ∧ vrs , 0
case vt ←r vr . f
return state[vts / read( f s , vrs )] ∧ vrs , 0 ∧ read( f in , vrs ) ≤ 0

GetConditionDisjHeap(states, n)
1: var inputRefs ← gather reference symbolic variables in states[n]
V
V
2: return states[n] ∧ f ∈FR f s = f in ∧ v∈inputRefs v ≤ 0

Fig. 4: Heap operation modelling in the disjunct propagation approach from Fig. 2

them with their corresponding fields. We also identify all the input heap references and
constrain them to be ≤ 0 as well.
As we can see from the algorithms in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4, the disjunct propagation
approach is straightforward to implement and the condition transformations directly
correspond to the operations. However, its efficiency heavily depends on the implementation of formula handling, especially their substitution and simplification. The best
results are supposed to be obtained by a custom implementation which reflects all the
requirements of the particular project [7]. It is also possible to reuse existing solutions,
for example the efficient algorithms for terms in Z3 using its API [8].
Nevertheless, even with the best implementation possible, the conditions in certain
programs can grow beyond a reasonable complexity, where every term substitution or
simplification consumes too many resources. Therefore, we will now focus on the implementation of heap operations in Fig. 5 for the conjunct combination based algorithm
shown in Fig. 3. Although the semantics regarding fields as array variables and references as integer variables remains the same, there are several differences, making the
operations more complex. Because each condition is associated with the semantics of
a single node and we cannot manipulate conditions for the already processed nodes,
we are not allowed to use term substitution. Instead, we utilize a version-based mechanism similar to the implementation of assignment in ProcessOperationConj, where the
version of the given variable is incremented and its equality with the particular term is
added to the condition.
As a result, each node is also associated with a symbolic heap (η, α). The environment η contains all the current input heap reference variables and maps each of them
either to 0 or to an integer symbolic variable. In the beginning of the analysis, η con-
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tains only the mapping from null to 0. The field version map α associates each field
f ∈ F with a non-negative integer representing the current version of its array symbolic
variable. If α[ f ] = i, the variable is denoted f i . Initially, all fields have the version 0.

heap: (environment η : VR → {0} ∪ Σv , field versions α : F → N0 }
ProcessOperationConjHeap(vers, (η, α), op)
1: var ϕ ← true, vers0 ← vers, η0 ← η, α0 ← α
2: switch op do
3:
case vt ←r vv
4:
if η[vt ] , undef then
5:
if η[vv ] = undef then
6:
η0 ← η[vv → η[vt ], vt → undef]
7:
else
8:
η0 ← η[vt → undef]
9:
ϕ ← η[vt ] = η[vv ]
10:
case vt ← (v1 = v2 )
11:
η0 ← Init(η, v1 , v2 )
12:
vers0 ← vers[vt → vers[vt ] + 1]
t]
13:
ϕ ← vvers[v
= (η0 [v1 ] = η0 [v2 ])
t
14:
case vt ←r new T
15:
if η[vt ] , undef then
16:
η0 ← η[vt → undef]
17:
ϕ ← η[vt ] = FreshN+ ()
18:
case vr . f ← vv
19:
η0 ← Init(η, vr , vv )
20:
α0 ← α[ f → α[ f ] + 1]
0
21:
ϕ ← ( f α[ f ] = write( f α [ f ] , η0 [vr ], Symb(η0 , vv ))) ∧ (η0 [vr ] , 0)
22:
case vt ← s vr . f
23:
η0 ← Init(η, vr )
24:
vers0 ← vers[vt → vers[vt ] + 1]
t]
= read( f α[ f ] , η0 [vr ]) ∧ η0 [vr ] , 0)
25:
ϕ ← (vvers[v
t
26:
case vt ←r vr . f
27:
η0 ← Init(η, vr )
28:
ϕ ← (η0 [vr ] , 0)
29:
if η[vt ] , undef then
30:
if vt = vr then
31:
η0 ← η0 [vr → FreshΣv ()]
32:
else
33:
η0 ← η0 [vt → undef]
34:
ϕ ← ϕ ∧ (η[vt ] = read( f α[ f ] , η0 [vr ]) ∧ read( f in , η0 [vr ]) ≤ 0)
35: return (ϕ, vers0 , (η0 , α0 ))
GetConditionConjHeap(states, n)
1: var inputRefs ← gather symbolic variables in η of the heap in states[n]
V
V
2: return GetConditionConj(states, n) ∧ f ∈FR f α[ f ] = f in ∧ v∈inputRefs v ≤ 0

Fig. 5: Heap operation modelling in the conjunct combination approach from Fig. 3
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Let us proceed to the semantics of ProcessOperationConjHeap. The reference assignment vt ←r vv distinguishes three cases. If we have not yet encountered vt , it is not
contained in η and we are not interested in any value assigned to it. Otherwise, if we do
not know vv , we associate it with variable2 η[vt ]. If both vt and vv are known, we must
assert the equality of their symbolic variables. Eventually, in any case, we must remove
vt from η, because by being assigned to it was effectively removed from the set of input heap references. When comparing two references v1 and v2 , we use helper function
Init, which associates them in η with fresh symbolic integer variables, if they are not
already present there. Then, the scalar assignment of boolean term η[vt ] = η[vv ] to vt
is performed, updating the version of vt in vers accordingly. A new object creation is
again modelled only if we have encountered the target reference variable vt before. Its
symbolic integer variable η[vt ] is asserted to be equal with a fresh positive number and
vt is removed from η. A field write vr . f ← vv needs to manipulate α by incrementing
the version of f and using its two distinct versions to express the write. Note that due to
the backward approach of our analysis, the version being written to is the current one.
Again, a field read operation is the most complicated one to model. In both scalar
and reference cases, we use Init to ensure that there is a symbolic integer variable corresponding to vr , constrain it not to be equal to null by η0 [vr ] , 0 and use read to model
the read of the field from the heap. In the scalar case ← s , we must also handle the assignment into vt by increasing its version in vers. In the reference case ←r , when we are
interested in the reference stored in vt , we also use the helper f in array variable enabling
us to constrain the input heap later in GetConditionConjHeap. Note that we also explicitly handle the situation when vt = vr in order not to accidentally remove vr from the
environment. MergeHeaps uses the same version map merging as MergeConj utilizing
JoinVers. To merge environments with two or more distinct values corresponding to
one reference variable, it is suitable to randomly pick one of them and constrain all the
others to point to it. In the algorithm, we must avoid introducing unintentional aliases
in the resulting environment.
4.3

Example

To demonstrate the operations on a real-life example, let us examine the assertion in
Fig. 6, which corresponds to inspecting the reachability of the node n13 in the CFG.
Notice that the heap operations from the code were decomposed into the atomic ones,
producing helper variables such as tv, tn or rnv.
The solution using the disjunct propagation approach is depicted in Table 1. Each
row captures the current state of the condition computed for it, starting from n13 and going backwards to n0 . The table is divided into four blocks according to the shape of the
CFG. To simplify the notation, we do not use the s superscripts to denote symbolic variables, as all the variables in the condition are symbolic. Instead, they are differentiated
by their font, as the program variables from the CFG use a monospaced one.
Since the reachability from n13 to n13 is trivial, the condition starts with true. Next,
to reach it from n12 , the condition rv > rnv is added and the field read is performed,
replacing rnv with read(val, rn) and ensuring that rn is not null. The next read into
2

We expect that null cannot be on the left side of the assignment.
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

class Node {
public int val;
public Node next;

13

n0 start
n1 n ←r new Node

n2 n.val ← s v
public Node AddSmaller (int v) {
n3 tv ← s this.val
Node n = new Node ();
v ≥ tv
v < tv
n.val = v;
n4 n.next ←r this n6 tn ←r this.next
Node r;
if (v < this.val) {
n5 r ←r n
n7 n.next ←r tn
n.next = this;
r = n;
n8 this.next ←r n
} else {
n.next = this.next;
n9 r ←r this
this.next = n;
n10 rv ← s r.val
r = this;
}
n11 rn ←r r.next
Assert (r.val <= r.next.val );
return r;
n12 rnv ← s rn.val
}
rv > rnv
rv ≤ rnv
}
n13 true n14 return r
(a) C# code

(b) CFG

Fig. 6: Sample C# code with heap objects and the corresponding CFG
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rn is a reference one; therefore, read(nextin , r) ≤ 0 is added. The helper variable rv is
replaced by its semantics in n10 . Notice that if we called GetConditionDisjHeap at this
point, the condition next = nextin ∧ r ≤ 0 would be temporarily added, ensuring that the
input heap consisting of r is separated from the objects potentially created during the
analysis.
In n9 , the last node of the else branch, the assignment r ←r this causes the
replacement of r by this. After the field write in n8 , read(write(next, this, n), this) is
simplified to n. Notice that now next is not a part of the formula and this and n are
already constrained not to be null, so the operations in n7 and n6 do not have any effects.
The semantics of the positive if branch is similar, as it replaces r by n and then reduces
both occurrences of read(next, n) to this.
Node n3 merges the disjuncts from nodes n6 and n4 , adds their respective conditions
and performs the replacement of tv by read(val, this). By the assignment n.val ← s v
in n2 , we reduce read(val, n) to v. The creation of new object in n1 replaces n by 1
in both disjuncts, simplifying away the conditions n , 0. Finally, the condition for n0
enhanced with input heap handling is passed to the SMT solver, proving the assertion
by returning UNSAT.

Table 1: The verification of the assertion in Fig. 6 using disjunct propagation
n13
n12
n11
n10
n9

true
rv > read(val, rn) ∧ rn , 0
rv > read(val, read(next, r)) ∧ read(next, r) , 0
∧ read(nextin , r) ≤ 0 ∧ r , 0
read(val, r) > read(val, read(next, r)) ∧ read(next, r) , 0
∧ read(nextin , r) ≤ 0 ∧ r , 0

read(val, this) > read(val, read(next, this)) ∧ read(next, this) , 0
∧ read(nextin , this) ≤ 0 ∧ this , 0
n8 , n7 , n6 read(val, this) > read(val, n) ∧ n , 0
∧ read(nextin , this) ≤ 0 ∧ this , 0
n5
n4
n3

n2

n1 , n0

read(val, n) > read(val, read(next, n)) ∧ read(next, n) , 0
∧ read(nextin , n) ≤ 0 ∧ n , 0
read(val, n) > read(val, this) ∧ this , 0
∧ read(nextin , n) ≤ 0 ∧ n , 0

(v ≥ read(val, this) ∧ read(val, this) > read(val, n) ∧ n , 0
∧ read(nextin , this) ≤ 0 ∧ this , 0)
∨ (v < read(val, this) ∧ read(val, n) > read(val, this) ∧ this , 0
∧ read(nextin , n) ≤ 0 ∧ n , 0)
(v ≥ read(write(val, n, v), this) ∧ read(write(val, n, v), this) > v ∧ n , 0
∧ read(nextin , this) ≤ 0 ∧ this , 0)
∨ (v < read(write(val, n, v), this) ∧ v > read(write(val, n, v), this) ∧ this , 0
∧ read(nextin , n) ≤ 0 ∧ n , 0)
(v ≥ read(write(val, 1, v), this) ∧ read(write(val, 1, v), this) > v
∧ read(nextin , this) ≤ 0 ∧ this , 0)
∨ (v < read(write(val, 1, v), this) ∧ v > read(write(val, 1, v), this) ∧ this , 0
∧ read(nextin , 1) ≤ 0)
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Table 2 shows how the conjunct combination variant works. As its name suggests,
the assertions created for all the relevant nodes are combined using conjunction. In
order to determine the reachability from n1 , we must combine all the conditions in the
table. Notice that for each node ni , there exist an environment ηi , a field version map αi
and a helper ci to express that the control flow reached it.
The semantics of the operations is the same as in the former case, but the construction is different. In general, ηi and αi keep track of the symbolic variables which
represent the current versions of references and fields, respectively. As we can see in
n8 , n7 , n4 and n2 , every field read causes the corresponding αi to create another version
of its corresponding array symbolic variable. Whenever we read an unknown reference,
we create a symbolic integer variable for it, such as in the case of η12 . As soon as that
reference is being assigned to, we forget it, e.g. in η11 .
Let us have a look on the assignments in n9 and n5 . The former one causes all the
usages of this in the else branch to be represented by r, whereas the latter one does
the same in the positive if branch for n. Their versions are properly united after being
merged in n3 .

Table 2: The verification of the assertion in Fig. 6 using conjunct combination
n13 c13 =⇒ true
n12
n11
n10

η13 = {(null, 0)}
α13 = {(next, 0), (val, 0)}
c12 =⇒ c13 ∧ rv > rnv ∧ rnv = read(val0 , rn) ∧ rn , 0 η12 = η13 [rn → rn]
c11 =⇒
η11 = η12 [rn → undef]
c12 ∧ rn = read(next0 , r) ∧ r , 0 ∧ read(nextin , r) ≤ 0
c10 =⇒ c11 ∧ rv = read(val0 , r) ∧ r , 0
η10 = η11 [r → r]

n9 c9 =⇒ c10
n8 c8 =⇒ c9 ∧ next0 = write(next1 , r, n) ∧ r , 0

n7 c7 =⇒ c8 ∧ next1 = write(next2 , n, tn) ∧ n , 0
n6 c6 =⇒
c7 ∧ tn = read(next2 , r) ∧ r , 0 ∧ read(nextin , r) ≤ 0
n5 c5 =⇒ c10
n4 c4 =⇒ c5 ∧ next0 = write(next1 , r, this) ∧ r , 0
n3 c3 =⇒
((c4 ∧ v < tv ∧ next1 = next2 ∧ r = n)
∨ (c6 ∧ v ≥ tv ∧ r = this))
∧ tv = read(val0 , this) ∧ this , 0
n2 c2 =⇒ c3 ∧ val0 = write(val1 , n, v) ∧ n , 0
n1 c1 =⇒ c2 ∧ n = 1
n0 c0 =⇒ c1

η9 = η10 [r → undef, this → r]
η8 = η9 [n → n]
α8 = α13 [next → 1]
η7 = η8 [tn → tn]
α7 = α8 [next → 2]
η6 = η7 [tn → undef]
η5 = η10 [r → undef, n → r]
η4 = η5 [this → this]
α4 = α13 [next → 1]

η3 = {(null, 0), (this, this), (n, n)}
α3 = {(next, 2), (val, 0)}
α2 = α3 [val → 1]
η1 = η3 [n → undef]

We can see that in our simple example, the formula resulting from disjunct propagation is much shorter than the one from conjunct combination. However, in case of
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larger programs with more branches, the number of disjuncts can grow in an exponential manner if we do not simplify them efficiently.

5 Evaluation
We implemented the techniques into a development version of AskTheCode, an opensource tool for backward symbolic execution of C# code, which uses Z3 as the SMT
solver. In order to compare the efficiency of the aforementioned approaches, we prepared a simple program which can be parametrized so that its complexity and validity
of the assertions can vary. Degree counting(a, b) is an algorithm receiving a linked list
as the input. Each of its nodes contains an additional reference to another node and the
algorithm calculates for each node its in-degree: the number of nodes referencing it.
The assertion fails if it encounters a node whose in-degree is greater than its zero-based
index in the list and also greater than a given number a. The second parameter b specifies the number of loop unwindings, i.e., the number of nodes inspected from the start
of the list. As a result, the assertion is refutable if and only if a + 2 ≤ b. Increasing
b produces a larger CFG with also potentially more complicated conditions, but the
counterexample might be easier to find due to a larger number of paths corresponding
to it.
The execution time of analysis of each input variant is shown in Table 33 . Notice that
there are multiple approaches both to disjunct propagation Disj and to conjunct combination Conj. Because we considered creating a custom implementation of term simplification and efficient representation too complex, we decided to use the well-optimized
terms available in the API of Z3. DisjSet uses a set of Z3 terms to represent the disjuncts
in each state. Their uniqueness is ensured by the hash consing implemented in Z3. The
simplification is performed for each term separately. On the other hand, DisjZ3 represents each state using a Z3 term; merging is performed by creating a disjunction of all
the terms in the dependent nodes. DisjComb is a combination of the two approaches. A
state is represented as a Z3 term set, but the merging is performed by creating a disjunction term and putting it as a single item of the set. In ConjNever , DoSolve always returns
false, so no intermediate calls of the SMT solver are performed. An opposite extreme
is ConjAlways , where DoSolve always returns true. In ConjLoops , true is returned only for
entry nodes of loops. The underlying solver is used incrementally, which enables it to
reuse the information gained during the previous checks.
The results show that for our problem, conjunct combination was more efficient than
disjunct propagation. The best times were obtained for ConjNever , where the SMT solver
was called only once at the very end of the analysis. However, in case of more complicated examples where an early check may prevent the analysis from inspecting large
regions of code, the incremental usage of the SMT solver might be useful. The results
of ConjAlways show that it is unnecessary and inefficient to call it on every operation,
as it causes an overhead of more than 250% on average. Instead, when we carefully
select the nodes where to perform these additional checks like we did in ConjLoops , the
overhead is less than 25% on average.
3

We conducted the experiments on a desktop with an Intel Core i7 CPU and 6GB RAM.
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Table 3: Performance evaluation, the times are in milliseconds
Test Case
Degree counting (0, 3)
Degree counting (1, 3)
Degree counting (2, 3)
Degree counting (1, 4)
Degree counting (2, 4)
Degree counting (3, 4)
Degree counting (2, 5)
Degree counting (3, 5)
Degree counting (4, 5)
Degree counting (3, 6)
Degree counting (4, 6)
Degree counting (5, 6)

DisjSet
298
302
284
2062
2075
1949
13334
13381
13226
81282
80853
80915

DisjZ3 DisjComb ConjNever ConjAlways ConjLoops
775
668
18
55
20
773
688
21
60
26
752
675
15
59
20
1225 791
31
119
46
1152 822
43
121
53
874
754
25
115
32
1856 1287
91
242
102
1947 1360
85
232
99
1764 1125
40
246
50
4728 4052
200
469
219
4566 4214
161
427
178
3116 2364
62
390
78

We believe that implementing a custom well-optimized simplifier will lead a substantial performance improvement of disjunct propagation, as achieved in the case
of Snugglebug [7]. However, writing such a simplifier might be a challenging feat,
whereas the utilization of incremental solving can efficiently move the problem to a
well-optimized SMT solver.

6 Related Work
The disjunct propagation approach originates from Snugglebug [1], a tool using weakest preconditions to assess the validity of assertions in Java code. Snugglebug uses the
algorithm for intraprocedural analysis, utilizing a custom-made simplifier over the propagated disjuncts. For interprocedural analysis, various other methods are used, such as
directed call graph construction or tabulation. The SMT solver is utilized only at the
entry point, as many infeasible paths are rejected using the simplifier. The conjunct
combination approach is used in UFO [1] as the under-approximation subroutine. UFO,
however, does not handle heap objects.
Microsoft Pex [18] is a tool generating unit tests for .NET programs using dynamic
symbolic execution. It executes the program with concrete inputs and observes its behaviour, using the Z3 SMT solver to generate new inputs steering the execution to uncovered parts of the code. It also uses the array theory to model heap operations, but the
way it works with the input heap is different from our pure symbolic approach.
KLEE [6] is a symbolic virtual machine utilizing the LLVM [13] infrastructure,
used mainly for C and C++ projects. It uses array theory not only to reason about heap
operations, but also about pointers, low-level memory accesses, etc. This differs from
our approach, because we target only higher level languages with reference semantics,
without the usage of pointers. Furthermore, KLEE does not support running symbolic
execution backwards.
Symbolic execution tools JBSE [5] and Java StarFinder (JSF) [14] both employ
lazy initialization to reason about heap objects, which lazily enumerates all the possible
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shapes of the heap. They differ by the languages used for specification of the heap objects’ invariants. Whereas JBSE uses custom-made HEX, JSF utilizes separation logic.
Although we use a different approach for the core of the heap operations, taking heap
invariants into account might help us to prune infeasible paths and save resources.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we focused on the task of demand-driven program analysis by studying
methods of efficiently implement backward symbolic execution. We identified two main
approaches used for the core algorithm, namely disjunct propagation and conjunction
combination. The former one has the benefit of easier implementation and creating
potentially simpler conditions passed to an SMT solver, while the latter one is more
predictable in terms of the resulting condition size and can better utilize incremental
SMT solvers. To handle heap operations in both approaches, we use the theory of arrays,
paying attention to properly handle the notion of an input heap throughout the analysis.
The evaluation on our code examples shows that the effort put into the implementation
of the conjunct combination approach is reasonable, because its results exceeded the
straightforward implementation of disjunct propagation in an order of magnitude.
Due to the narrow focus of this work, the application of our technique is currently
limited mainly by the inability to soundly handle loops, interprocedural calls and recursion. Our future work will mainly focus on removing these limitations by exploring the
possibilities of computing and reusing procedure summaries, possibly learning from
infeasible paths using interpolants. We will build on our knowledge of how disjunct
propagation and conjunct combination perform in different circumstances, combining
them to reach a valuable synergy.
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According to security rankings such as the SANS Top 25 and
the OWASP Top 10, access-control vulnerabilities are still highly relevant. Even though developers use web frameworks such as Spring and
Struts, which handle the entire access-control mechanism, their implementation can still be vulnerable because of misuses, errors, or inconsistent implementation from the design specication. We propose AuthCheck, a static analysis that tracks the program's state using a nite
state machine to report illegal states caused by vulnerable implementation. We implemented AuthCheck for the Spring framework and identied four types of mistakes that developers can make when using Spring
Security. With AuthCheck, we analyzed an existing open-source Spring
application with inserted vulnerable code and detected detected the vulnerabilities.
Abstract.

static analysis, access control, authentication, authorization, web systems, security
Keywords:

1 Introduction
With increasing popularity and amount of processed data, web applications are
attractive targets for attackers. The access-control vulnerabilities are still ones
of the most relevant as rankings show. For instance, ve of the SANS Top 254
most dangerous vulerabilities are related to access-control. On the OWASP Top
105 ranking, on place two is broken authentication vulnerability and on place
ve is broken authorization vulnerability.
Nowadays, web frameworks are heavily used by software developers [19].
Modern frameworks, such as Spring 6 and Struts. 7 provide mechanism for accesscontrol making developers' implementation eort smaller. At runtime, the actual
4
5
6
7
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access-control checks of such mechanism are performed within frameworks' code,
hereby software developers do not need to write customized access-control code
and implementation bugs are avoided.
Instead of writing access-control code manually, frameworks allow software
developer to specify the access rules via framework specic APIs. Spring, for instance, provides a uent interface with specication language SpEL [3] combined
with Java annotations to allow the specication of access rules.
However, implementing the access-control rules using the frameworks APIs
according to a design specication, created by the software architect, remains
a challenging task. The access-control is often a combination of annotations of
methods, a specications in a conguration class, and a set of permission groups
for the resources of the system (i.e., URI). The resulting access control of the
implementation easily diverges from the design specication and the application
may accidentally grant an unauthorized user access to condential data.
In this paper, we propose a typestate-inspired analysis for detecting three
access-control vulnerabilities:
 CWE-306 missing authentication [8] - The system does not perform an identity check on a request to a resource which by design should be accessed only
be identied requests.
 CWE-862 missing authorization [9] - The system does not perform a check
whether an authenticated request has the correct rights to access a resource.
 CWE-863 incorrect authorization [7] - The system performs an authorization
check on the resources, but this check is wrong.

Our static analysis uses nite state machines (FSMs) of each vulnerability to
track the authorization state of the program. The state changes are triggered
by method calls that authorize the user or access a critical resource along the
control ow paths.
The main contributions of this paper are:
 AuthCheck: a program-state analysis for access-control vulnerabilities,
 an implementation of AuthCheck for the Spring Security framework,
 a running example and four typical errors in Spring Security, and
 a case study demonstrating the applicability of the implementation.

The following section introduces our running example within the Java Spring
framework. In Section 3, we provide background information and denitions for
the AuthCheck approach, which is then introduced in Section 4. Implementation details are discussed in Section 5. A case study and limitations are discussed
in Section 6.

2 Running Example
As running example consider a minimal web-application that helps a user to
organize her tasks. An anonymous user browsing the web application must only
see the web applications version number. A user that is authenticated can view
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tasks assigned to herself. An administrator (group ADMIN ) can create new tasks
for a particular user.
Table 1 details the design specication of the web-application's REST-API [10].
The specication maps the URI of an incoming request to the actual API method
which shall be invoked to process the incoming request. Table 1 additionally details the permissions required for each request. A software architect species
these requirements and hands them to a software developer.

Table 1: Specication resources and access rules in the running example

HTTP
GET
GET
GET
CREATE

URI
/version
/prole
/task
/task

Resource
version()
prole()
retrieveAll()
create()

Description
Access rule
Returns application's version. No rule
Returns user prole.
Authenticated
Returns list of all tasks.
USER or ADMIN
Creates new task.
ADMIN

Spring-based Implementation The software developer uses the Spring framework[1]
to implement the software as specied. Spring provides a security component [2]
that ships with a mechanism for access control of resources. Spring handles requests from users via chain of lters (chain of responsibility design pattern [11]).
The requests are matched and processed based on their URIs.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

public class WebSecurityConfig extends
WebSecurityConfigurerAdapter {
@Override
protected void configure ( HttpSecurity http ) throws
Exception {
http . csrf () . disable () . sessionManagement ()
. sessionCreationPolicy ( SessionCreationPolicy . STATELESS )
. and () . authorizeRequests ()
. antMatchers ( HttpMethod . GET , " / version " ) . permitAll ()
. antMatchers ( HttpMethod . GET ,
" / task " ) . access ( " hasAnyRole ( ' USER ', ' ADMIN ') " )
. antMatchers ( HttpMethod . CREATE , " / task " ) . hasRole ( " USER " )
. antMatchers ( HttpMethod . GET ,
" / profile " ) . authenticated () . and () . httpBasic () ;
}}

Listing 1.1: Resource and access-control conguration of the running example
implemented with Spring Security

Listing 1.1 shows the implementation of Table 1 using Spring Security. By
the use of a uent interface the developer can implement the chain of lters that
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is applied upon each incoming request at runtime. Each lter is created through
the method antMatcher(..) dened by the HTTP method and the URI of the
resources which that lter can process. The permitAll() method allows any
request to access the resource. The authenticated(..) method creates a lter
that restricts the incoming request to the one where the useer is authenticated.
The hasRole(..) method allows access to the resource by any request that has
the role of the specied group. The access(...) method evaluates the specied
argument which has to be dened in the Spring Expression Language (SpEL)
[3], and when evaluated to true, allows the corresponding request to access the
resource.
The implementation has inconsistency with the specication. The software
developer erroneously allowed basic users (USER ) to create new tasks as opposed
to restricting the action to ADMIN s only. AuthCheck detects the deviation
from the specication automatically.

3 Background and Denitions
3.1

Typestate Analysis and Program-state Analysis

Typestate analysis [20] is a data-ow analysis that can detect invalid states
of objects from the code being analyzed. The analysis uses specication of all
possible states of the object, typically expressed as nal state machine (FSM).
For example, using the FSM of the type java.io.FileWriter, in a given program,
the analysis can report if any object of type java.io.FileWriter is not closed
at the end of the program. Another example is CogniCrypt [13], a typestate
analysis for detecting API misuses of cryptographic libraries.
To detect access-control vulnerabilities, such as CWE-306 [8], CWE-862 [9],
and CWE-863 [7], we designed a program-state [5] [12] analysis. Similar to the
typestate analysis, the program-state analysis uses FSM to track the states, not
of single objects, but the state of the program. Figure 1 shows the FSM that
models the program states when detecting CWE-306 . Based on our running example (Section 2), the acm() (authentication-critical method) is replaced by one
of the resources, e.g. prole(). The legal states are NA (not authenticated) and
A (authenticated). The init() transition models the entry point of the analysis,
which in this case is the arrival of a request from a user. If the request is for the
resource prole(), the application has to make sure that the call to the method
authenticate() from Spring was successfully called before. This is modeled by the
transition with label authenticate(). If this transition was red, the state of the
FSM will be changed from NA to A. In case, the implementation of the application does not contain a call to the method authenticate(), when the resource
prole() is requested, the FSM will go to the state CWE-306, which models an
illegal state and this can be reported.
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Fig. 1: FSM for missing authentication CWE-306
3.2

Denitions

Before we introduce the AuthCheck approach (Section 4), we dene the term
web application. In the following, we introduce the required terms. A user is a
client program, e.g. web browser, that can send requests to the server.
Denition 1. Authorization group
Authorization group g is boolean characteristic of a user u with a unique name
and access rights. A user can belong to more authorization groups. The set of all
authorization groups is G:
G = {gi | gi is an authorization group, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, m ∈ N}

The function userGroups : U → P ow(G) maps each user u ∈ U to the authorization groups. P ow(G) is the power set of G. We dene the help function
hasRole : U ×G → B, that expresses whether a user u belongs to an authorization
group g : hasRole(u, g) := g ∈ userGroups(u)
Each user that is authenticated in the system belongs to the special authorization group ANONYMOUS.
Authorization formula is a boolean formula a, formed by the function hasRole, true, false, and the operators ∨, ∧, ¬.
Denition 2. Resource
An authentication and authorization critical resource is a 4-tuple r = (m, p, s, a),
where m is HTTP method, p is URI, s is a method signature, and a is an authorization formula that denes the access rule of the resource. Access to the
resource is given when a is evaluated to true for a request of a user u. Users
identify each resource with the URI p and the HTTP method m. The coresponding method in the system is identied by the signature s.
Denition 3. Web application
A web application W , is 2-tuple W = (R, G) , where R is a set of resources and
G is a set of authorization groups.
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Example The web application from Section 2 has the authorization groups ADMIN, for administrators and USER, for basic users. By default, it also has
the ANONYMOUS group. Thus, G = {AN ON Y M OU S, ADM IN, U SER}.
The set of resources has 4 elements (Table 1). The rst resource is dened as
r1 = (GET, /version, String version(), a1 ), where a1 (u) = true.
We consider a user u with userGroups(u) = {AN ON Y M OU S, U SER}. If
this user requests the resource r1 , the access will be allowed because a1 (u) =
true. However, a request to the resource r4 will be denied because a4 (u) =
hasRole(u, AN ON Y M OU S) ∧ hasRole(u, ADM IN ) = false.

4 Approach
We present AuthCheck, a program-state analyis for detecting three accesscontrol vulnerabilities, CWE-306 , CWE-862 , and CWE-863 . The analysis uses
a call graph of the program (deatailed in Subsection 5.2) and an access-control
specication model (ACSM), like the one in Table 1. ACSM is dened as a
web application S = WS , where WS = (RS , GS ) (Denition 3). ACSM can be
created manually by software architects or automated from requirements and
design specications. Either way, we assume that the following information is
available: resource API, URI, and access rule, that is aware of the autorization
groups in the system.
AuthCheck checks whether the call graph conrms the ACSM by checking
each path from the call graph. To extract all paths, the depth rst search DFS
algorithm is used. AuthCheck uses FSM for each vulnerability, e.g. Figure 1.
Algorithm 2 shows the tracking of each path with the FSM. The FSM starts in
the initial state (e.g. NA in Figure 1) and for each node of the path a new state
of the FSM is calculated (line 4 in Algorithm 2). If an error state is reached (e.g.
CWE-306 in Figure 1), a new vulnerability will be reported.
For each path, the function DetectVuln is called which is dened by Algorithm
2. DetectVuln uses the FSM to analyse the path.
Algorithm 1 Check the call graph against vulnerabilities
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

function CheckCallGraph(CallGraph, F SM )

P aths ← DF S(CallGraph)
V ul ← ∅
for each p ∈ P aths do
V ul ← V ul ∪ DetectVuln(p, F SM )
return V ul

The complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(|V | + |E| + |P | · T (DetectVuln)),
where V is the number of nodes, E is the number of edges, and P is the number
of paths in the call graph. In DetectVuln, every node of the path is analyzed,
resulting in O(|P |). The worst case path is the one with all nodes from the call
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Algorithm 2 Checking each path against vulnerabilities
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

function DetectVuln(P ath, F SM )

v ← F SM →init()
for each n ∈ P ath do
v ← F SM →nextState(n)
if v ∈ F SM.ERROR_ST AT ES then
return new V ulnerability(v)
if v ∈ F SM.N OT _ERROR_ST AT ES then
return new V ulnerability(v)
return ∅

graph |V |. Additionally, the number of paths in the worst case is |E|. Thus, the
total complexity of Algorithm 1 is
O(|V | + |E| + |P | · |V |) = O(|V | + |E| + |V | · |E|) = O(|V | · |E|)

In the following, we discuss the three the FSM used by AuthCheck.

Missing Authentication A program is vulnerable to CWE-306 when an authenticationcritical method (acm() ) can be accessed by user that has not been authenticated
before. AuthCheck models this vulnerability as shown in Figure 1. Authentication critical methods are all resources that in the ACSM have an access rule
that requires authentication. The error state in Figure 1 is reached when an
authentication-critical method is processed next in a given path and the current
state of the FSM is NA (not authorized). In this case, the program-state analysis
will create a vulnerability (Algorithm 2, line 8).
Missing Authorization and Incorrect Authorization CWE-862 occurs in a given
program when a non-authorized user u can request an authorization-critical
method (azcm() ). If the user is authorized but the belonging group g does not
conrm the access rule for that authorization-critical method as specied in
the ACSM (hasRole(u, g) = f alse), then incorrect authorization occurs (CWE863 ). Figure 2 shows the FSM that AuthCheck uses to model CWE-862 and
CWE-863 . The transitions with the label azcm() without an argument denote
calls to an authorization-critical method when the user is not authorized. When
there is an argument g, the user has been authorized and the belonging group
is being checked. This happens in state A2. When the user's group evaluates
to true the self transition of state A2 is red, otherwise the transition to state
CWE-863 is red. AuthCheck performs a group hierarchy check.
Strategies for detecting critical methods The transitions acm() in Figure 1 and
azcm() in Figure 2 denote an authentication-critical and authorization-critical
method. These methods correspond to the resources dened in the ACSM. In
the following, we discuss AuthCheck's strategies for detecting these methods
in the call graph.
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azcm(g)
init()

NA

authenticate()

azcm()

A1

authorize()

A2

azcm()
azcm(g)

CW E862

CW E863

Fig. 2: FSM for missing authorization CWE-862 and incorrect authorization
CWE-863
Algorithm 3 Identifying methods as authentication-critical
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

function isMethodAuthenticationCritical(R, s

0

)

r ∈ R do
0
if rs = s then
return true
return f alse
for each

In the case of CWE-306 , the authentication-critical methods are detected by
iterating the set of all resources R from the ACSM for each method M that is
currently processed in the path. The complexity for this strategy is O(|M | · |R|).
Algorithm 4 shows the AuthCheck strategy to identify the authenticationcritical methods in the call graph for CWE-862 . When checking the CWE-862 ,
each method M currently processed in the path is classied as authorizationcritical if the method is contained in the ACSM as a resource and the access rule
is not tautological. The evaluation of the authorization formula depends on the
number of relevant authorization groups used in the authorization formula. For
the calculation, all possible combinations ∀ g ∈ P ow(G0 ) of relevant authorization groups G0 must be evaluated. For a worst-case authorization formula with
|G| authorization groups, the resulting complexity is O(|M | · |R| · 2|G| ).
Algorithm 5 shows the AuthCheck strategy to identify the authorizationcritical methods in the call graph. For each resource in the ACSM, it checks
whether its signature matches the signature of the method M currently processed in the call graph. In addition, the authorization formulas are checked.
The runtime depends on the number of relevant authorization groups. For the
calculation, all possible combinations ∀ g ∈ P ow(G0 ) of relevant authorization
groups G0 must be evaluated. For a worst-case authorization formula with |G|
authorization groups, the resulting complexity is O(|M | · |R| · 2 · 2|G| ).
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Algorithm 4 Identifying methods as authorization-critical
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

function isMethodAuthorizationCritical(R, s

r ∈ R do
0
if rs = s and ra is not tautological
return true
return f alse

0

)

for each

then

Algorithm 5 Identifying methods as authorization-critical and group-belonging
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

function isMethodAuthorizationCritical(R, s

r ∈ R do
rs = s0 and eval(ra ) = eval(a0 )
return true
return f alse

0

, a0 )

for each
if

5 Spring Security

then

AuthCheck

We implemented the AuthCheck concept from Section 4, as a Java application
that checks the implementation of a given Java Spring Security application and a
given ACSM. We used the Soot framework [14] for the analysis. In the following,
we discuss the architecture of our implementation, the insights of the call graph
construction, and the four typical developer's mistakes with Spring Security that
AuthCheck can detect. Our implementation is available on Github [18].
5.1

Architecture

The AuthCheck tool follows a pipeline architecture, since it consists of several
sequential phases that work on shared artifacts. Our AuthCheck implementation consists of 3 phases:
1. Call graph construction : parses the code, the Spring Security conguration,
and annotations, and constructs the call graph,
2. Call graph update : patches missing edges into the call graph based on Spring
Security conguration,
3. CWE analysis : analyzes the call graph against CWE-306 , CWE-862 , and
CWE-863 based on Section 4.
The design an extendable architecure of the tool. Figure 3 shows the metamodel of the main components of the tool. The root class is the Analysis that
contains all components. The Phase can process objects of type Artifact. In
our implementation, the call graph instance, FSMs, and ACSM are dened as
artifacts. The nal results of the analysis are stored in a Result object which can
be presented via Presenter object. Our tool has one presenter, that generates
HTML pages (see Section 6 and Figure 4). In this architecture new phases can be
added easily. Furthermore, new types of vulnerabilities can be created as FSM
and added as artifacts in the analysis.
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Fig. 3: UML class diagram of
5.2

AuthCheck implementation for Spring Security

Call Graph Construction

Phase 1 constructs the call graph using the class hierarchy algorithm and extracts
the Spring Security conguration needed in phase 2 to complete the missing
edges in the call graph due to reection. The extracted information is prepared
according to Denition 3. Each critical method is annotated with its URI and
HTTP method. This is transferred together with the signature of the method
into a resource according to the Denition 2.
The Spring Security conguration is extracted from the program using an
intraprocedural analysis. A special case is the method access(a), which can take
as an input a SpEL formula. For this, we use the Spring mechanism to evaluate
the string values containg the SpEL formula.
An authorization formula is assigned to a resource when the dened lter
matches the method and the URI. If multiple authorization formulas are applied
to a resource, they are associated with a logical AND (∧).
The extracted information is stored as web application (Denition 3). Then,
in phase 2, the missing edges are added to the call graph according to Algorithm 6. The algorithm gets the extracted web application WJ and generated
call graph CallGraph. For each resource, it is checked whether the Spring Framework performs an authorization check, authentication check, or no access check.
Accordingly, an edge is created to the critical method from the authorize(), authenticate(), or init() methods.
Algorithm 6 Adding missing edges in the call graph
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

function createMissingEdges(WJ
for each

r ∈ RJ

= (RJ , GJ ), CallGraph)

do

if isMethodAuthorizationCritical(RJ , rsig ) then

CallGraph→addEdgeFromAuthorize(rsig )
isMethodAuthenticationCritical (RJ , rsig ) then
CallGraph→addEdgeFromAuthenticate(rsig )

else if
else

CallGraph→addEdgeFromInit(rsig )
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Developers' mistakes

As demonstrated in Listing 1.1, the access-control rules in Spring Security are
specied with the SpEL uent interface. With this approach, we foresee two
factors that can lead to inconsistencies of the implementation and the intended
design. First, the developer should be familiar with the domain specic language
SpEL in order to specify the antMatchers correctly, i.e. in the correct order. Second, the string values of some of the arguments are not parsed and automatically
checked. Based on that, we identied 4 mistakes that developers can make when
using Java Spring Security.
Missing or wrong authentication rule : The developer forgets to include the
authentication lter authenticated() for the URI of a particular resource in the
conguration or uses the lter permitAll() to incorrectly allow access to all users.
However, in the specication model, the resource requires valid authentication.
If no lter is specied, this is equivalent to the lter permitAll(). As a result, any
user without authentication is able to request this resource. The error causes the
security vulnerability missing authentication CWE-306 .
Missing authorization rule : The developer forgets to include one of the authorization lters hasRole(role) or access(rule) for the URI of a particular resource.
However, according to the ACSM, the resource requires a valid authorization.
The lter authenticated() leads to the same error because it only checks the authentication of the user. Depending on the lter used, either all users or only
authenticated users are able to request this resource. The error causes the security vulnerability of missing authorization CWE-862 .
Incorrect authorization rule : The developer incorporates an authorization
lter hasRole(role) or access(rule) for the URI of a certain resource, but a wrong
authorization formula is used. As a result, a user without the required access
rights is able to request this resource. The error causes the security problem of
incorrect authorization CWE-863 .
Method call with higher access rights : The developer creates a correct conguration for the resource, but in a deeper layer of the application, a call to a
method is created that requires higher access rights and therefore should not be
called by the user. The error causes the security problem of incorrect authorization CWE-863 .
We implemented an extended version of the running example from Section
2 that includes the four mistakes and serves as a test scenario for our implementation. It is available under [18]. The tool generates a HTML page with all
vulnerabilities detected. Figure 4 shows a detected CWE-306 in our running
example, including the path and description for solving the issue.

6 Case Study
We used the open-source project FredBet 8 to perform a case study that demonstrates the applicability of our analysis.
8

https://github.com/fred4jupiter/fredbet
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Fig. 4: Screenshot from AuthCheck generated output with CWE-306
6.1

FredBet

The web application FredBet is a football betting system developed with Java
Spring Boot and Spring Security. FredBet oers the possibility to initiate an
online football bet with several users. In addition to the betting, the web application oers statistics about the matches, rankings, a prole management, and
many other functions. The application is actively developed since 2015 and as
of July 2019, it's repository has more than 1300 commits.
Since we have access only to the implementation and no design specication
is available from which we can infer an ACSM, we decided to create the ACSM
based on the implementation and insert the four types of mistakes discussed
in Subsection 5.3. We focused on the AdminController from FredBet and made
code modications. AuthCheck analyzed the AdminController and detected
the inserted vulnerabilities.
6.2

Limitations

When applying AuthCheck to FredBet, we realized that the specication scope
in Spring Security is much broader than the available documentation. This means
that there are many ways to specify the same conguration information when
one develops an application. For example, a developer can specify an URI for
a given class containing critical methods. This URI is then concatenated to the
URIs of the critical methods it contains. Then, the annotations can have dierent
formats or even some can be skipped, like the HTTP method, which in such case,
a default value GET will be considered by the framework. The conguration of
the antMathers (see Listing 1.1) can have dierent parameters. Such broad scope
of specication options, is currently not supported by the AuthCheck parser.
Even though, this is a technical disadvantage, in order to prepare AuthCheck
for more complex web applications, the parser needs to be extended.
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7 Related Work
Security vulnerabilities caused by the misuses of access-control mechanisms have
been investigated by Dalton et al. [6]. The approach examines access-control
problems by analyzing the ow of user credentials within the web application.
In contrast to AuthCheck, their approach is dynamic and can not be used for
early detection of the vulnerabilities.
Sun et al. [21] introduced a static analyis approach for the detection of accesscontrol vulnerabilities. They assume that the source code contains implicit documentation of intended accesses. From this, sitemaps for dierent authorization
groups are generated and checked whether forced browsing can happen. Another
static analysis specic for access-control of XML documents was introduced by
Murata et al. [16]. They use XPath representation for the access-control rules
and XQuery for specifying the requests. The analysis checks all paths dened
by the query against the XPath rules. Naumovich et al. [17] proposed a static
analysis for Java EE applications where the resources are security elds from
the Java Beans objects.
In the area of model checking, few approaches address the access-control
protocols [15] [22]. In these approaches, the focus is to validate the message
communication of the dened protocols. Similarly, Alexander et al. applied model
checking to verify the authentication mechanism in the comminication of a set
of interacting virtual machines [4].

8 Conclusion and Future Work
Even though sophisticated Java web frameworks, such as Spring, provide secure mechanism for access control of resources, for many developers using the
APIs and the conguration specications correctly, can be challenging. Thus,
these misuses may cause access-control vulnerabilities in the code. In this paper,
we presented AuthCheck, a static analysis, that tracks the program-state to
detect the vulnerabilities CWE-306 , CWE-862 , and CWE-863 . Based on nite
state machine specication of each vulnerability, AuthCheck checks each path.
We implemented the approach on top of the Soot framework and applied it to
one open-source project on which we detected four types of errors that were
previously inserted in the existing application.
We plan to evaluate the precision of AuthCheck in cooperation with industry to overcome the problem of the open-source projects of not having a design
specication on which we can check the implementation against. Additionally,
in future the choice of the call graph algorithm should be evaluated.
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Abstract. This work demonstrates how highly automated theorem proving can be leveraged for sparing testing costs during certification of
safety-critical software such as in avionics. A verification framework for
distributed interactive systems is presented. Components are modeled
as stream processing functions. The functional methodology is modular
with respect to serial, parallel and feedback composition. To specify and
formally verify properties of distributed systems, a stream-based verification infrastructure is encoded in the theorem prover Isabelle. Composition operators for components are provided, thus allowing to scale proofs
from individual components to complex networks. The underlying mathematical theory FOCUS stands out among competitors by the fact that
refinement is fully compositional. The associativity and commutativity of
the provided general composition operator enables a compositional verification. In this paper the stream theory encoded in Isabelle is demonstrated. This represents a small part of our encoding of the methodology
focusing only on channel histories specifications, yet sufficient to demonstrate dealing successfully with underspecification, supporting automatic
refinement checking during design time, time-sensitive specification, as
well as verifying safety and liveness properties. The theory is evaluated
in a case study where the occurring refinement steps from system requirements, to high level requirements, to low level requirements, until
an implementation is reached, are demonstrated to be proven correct at
the push of a button.
Keywords: Formal Verification · Distributed Systems · Certification

1

Industrial Background

In a software development process, such as the one depicted in Fig.1 for avionics,
checking the correctness of the refinement steps from system requirements, to
high level requirements, to low level requirements, until the source code, can get
very costly to execute by reviewing and testing[2]. Formal methods can provide
help for this. Well-known classes of formal methods are[40]:
– Theorem Proving:
– Most powerful, most expressive formal methods tools.
– Require expertise and continuous interaction to successfully use.
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– Model Checking:
– Less expressive than theorem provers.
– Mostly automated, but still require expertise to use successfully.
– Abstract Intepretation and Static Analysis [29, 7, 38, 22, 42]:
– Least expressive, targeted to very specific artifacts.
– Require some expertise to discharge false positives.
Theorem proving [5] can assure correctness, a confidence level in general
not reachable by testing. Furthermore, it can result in sparing costs on testing
(partially replaces it, partially complements it), which is known as the most
costly part of the development of safety-critical systems [10, 2].
Using theorem proving, one can show e.g. that the high-level requirements
are consistent (i.e. do not contradict each other) by proving that there is at
least one implementation satisfying the high-level requirements. One can show
that the system architecture and the high-level requirements of the components
comply with the system requirements by proving that the system requirements
are satisfied by the design instantiated with any components that satisfy the
high-level requirements [5].

Fig. 1. Software Development Process as in DO-178C [5]

The usual challenges when using theorem proving are:
– Sound semantics of the underlying formal method?
– Degree of automation acceptable?
– Significant expertise and user training necessary?
– Is the theorem proving tool qualified itself?
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A set of 5 criteria as defined by Airbus for the use of formal methods is [41]:
–
–
–
–
–

Soundness
Cost Savings
Analysis of unaltered programs
Usability by normal software engineers on normal machines
Ability to be integrated into the DO-178B conforming process

To deal with this requirements, the underlying methodology of this paper
offers:
– Sound semantics from a well-estabilished stream-theory [19, 13, 34, 4, 8, 9, 3,
33]
– Time-sensitivity, stateful modeling, nondeterminism and refinement supported
– User-friendly, yet sufficiently expressive modelling language [11]
– Practicable for industrial application without need for theorem-proving
skills
– Can be integrated into the conformance process of functional safety standards
– Tool qualification of Isabelle [26] practicable due its axiomatic, conservative nature
– Scalability through compositional verification (allowed by commutativity
and associativity of the general composition operator [19, 3])
– Saves costs on testing (can partly replace it, and partly complement it)
The unique selling point of the stream-based formalism FOCUS [4] is:
– Refinement is fully compositional. Refinement of a subcomponent implies
refinement of the overall composition.
– Properties of the old system hold directly for the new refined one aswell,
thus sparing tests and integration costs after each refinement step.
– Verifying refinement of underspecification accompanies the design phase
The focus in this paper is in showing how the developed methodology handles typical development challenges in a software life cycle. The framework is
thus demonstrated to deal successfully with important aspects of development
of distributed systems such as underspecification, refinement and time-sensitive
specifications, as well as safety and liveness properties. For this, refinement of
specifications concerning streams allowed in a communication bus of the Flight
Guidance System are presented. For the purpose of this paper, this is sufficient
to demonstrate how theorem proving can be leveraged to spare costs in testing, achieved by enriching an encoded infrastructure sufficiently with theorems
to ensure the proof for a refinement of a specification is found at the push of
the button. For scaling the methodology over networks of components and a
compositional verification of properties of the overall system at the push of a
button, see [19] and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=krl4Q7MAAlo for a
short video demo.
In particular, the contributions of this paper consist of:
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– The encoding of streams with domain-theoretical concepts in the theorem
prover Isabelle
– an infrastructure for time-sensitive specifications
– a sufficient collection of functions and theorems over these structures to
ensure that refinement proofs of the case study are performed at the push
of a button without further user interaction
– refinement of requirements
– liveness property specification
– a case study consisting in checking refining requirements evaluate the encoded abstract theories
This paper does not go in depth in demonstrating details of our formalization of components as stream processing functions (see the previous work for a
demonstration [19]) due to the limited space. This paper rather focuses in depth
on one specific part of our contribution, namely in this case modeling channel histories of a distributed system, underspecification, and full automated refinement
checking. This is a simple, yet sufficiently expressive example to demonstrate a
run through all the development process phases when refining requirements such
as those occurring in the guidance certification standards.
The rest of the paper consists in the following: The next section presents
a short overview of the underlying theory. Subsequently, a formalization of a
communication bus eg. in the Flight Guidance System is demonstrated, as well
as the automatic refinement checking process from system requirements, to highlevel requirements, low-level requirements, until the code.

2

Modular Hierarchical Methodology Providing
Correctness by Design

Distributed systems in particular have proven to be more error-prone than sequential software [4, 27]. Their correct development has been a challenge in the
past decades. To reduce ambiguities, formal methods have been proposed. Formal methods are known to be challenging in becoming practical in the industry
due to their high costs [18]. Methodologies like CSP [15, 14], FOCUS [4], CCS
[24], Petri Nets [31], or the π-calculus [25] are used to detect potential sources of
errors earlier [12, 23, 1]. They support the correctness of the typical steps of development, which are usually structural decomposition and refinement. In order
to spare integration costs, these two need to be compatible.
For the stepwise development of systems, the mathematical methodology
FOCUS [4] is used in this work. The communication between components of a
distributed system is modeled here by streams of messages flowing in unidirectional communication channels. The advantage that FOCUS has compared to
the others is that refinement is indeed fully compositional. This means that one
can decompose a system into components, refine those separately, and have the
composed system be correct by construction. An example is shown in Figure 2.
To specify and formally verify properties of distributed systems, a part (the
stream encoding) of a verification tool chain (Figure 3) is demonstrated in this
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Fig. 2. Example of a Distributed System: The Alternating Bit Protocol [4]. For example
the sender has an input as with messages from the alphabet Bit := {0, 1}.

paper. A developer of a distributed system is provided with an architecture
description language (ADL) [11],[19] to specify in a user-friendly way the components and their interaction. This language also allows a developer to specify
a desired property of the system. By the push of a button, the created system
model is then transformed into an equivalent specification in the theorem prover
Isabelle [26]. The property is transformed in a theorem and exterior solvers are
called to prove or disprove the property. A more detailed overview is given in
[19].
The ADL MontiArc [11] was created with MontiCore [16]. This language
is used to describe component-and-connector architectures. The component behavior is described here by an automaton with input/output [34]. The user can
specify the component interfaces, their behavior, their interaction, as well as the
desired property of the system in the language OCL [32, 6, 35], which is embedded
in the ADL. The ADL components are then translated into equivalent automata
encoded in the theorem prover Isabelle. These automata are transformed within
Isabelle into (sets of) stream processing functions, which constitute the semantics
of the automata [34]. The desired property of the system written from the user
in the ADL is translated into a theorem in Isabelle. Finally, general theorems
over stream processing functions written in Isabelle support highly-automated
property verification.
There are a couple of reasons for enforcing the specification of components
by means of an ADL featuring automata, rather then giving the user just an
encoding of the stream data type and set of theorems over streams in Isabelle
and total freedom of specifying components over (tuples of) streams [8, 9].
First, the ADL is for a user more comfortable than writing recursive (specified
typically as least fixed points [37]) stream processing functions in Isabelle or their
composition [3].
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Second, the automata with input and output of this methodology are designed to describe the realizable components (and only these) [34]. Realizability
is reflected by the following properties called monotonicity and continuity.
Since streams model history, not every function is a model of a real life
interactive component. After emitting a message, a component cannot take it
back. Thus an extension of the input can only lead to the extension of the output.
This property is called monotonicity. This property is also needed to guarantee
the existence of least fixed points [34] to give meaning to (streams flowing in)
feedback loops [33].
Also, a component cannot react to infinity, thus one cannot look at the infinite
input stream to produce an output. This property is known as continuity [34].
This property is also needed not only to guarantee the existence, but also to
calculate the least fixed point by approximation from the finite prefixes of a
stream.
Allowing a user to specify any kind of function from streams to streams would
also mean to expect the user to write a proof that the function is realizable. Since
this would be not practical, a better way would be to provide the user a language
(the ADL with automata of this paper) by which only realizable functions can
be specified. The proof that the (sets of) stream processing functions, which
are obtained from the semantics of (non-deterministic) automata, are realizable
[34], is one of the important general theorems, which is encoded in the theorem
prover Isabelle.
Third, the automata of this methodology are general enough to represent
every realizable stream processing function [34].
Proper composition operators such as serial, parallel, feedback, and a general
operator combining all these, are encoded to support a modular modeling. The
composition of realizable components by these operators results in a realizable
composed component [34].
Furthermore, a proper specification methodology should be able to describe
underspecification. This may arise due to lack of information during the life cycle
of a development process or due to non-deterministic behavior during run time.
In this methodology this is reflected by non-deterministic automata, which have
as semantics a set of stream processing functions.
Behavioral refinement is an important development step performed by decreasing underspecification through elimination of alternatives and thus making
a specification more precise.
Refinement of the behavior of an automata is reflected by set-inclusion of the
(sets of) stream processing functions representing their semantics [34]. Thus, the
properties of the refined system are derived in this methodology per construction from the proven properties of the previous one, thus sparing testing and
integration costs on the new system.
Refinement being fully compositional guarantees that after decomposing the
system, refining the components separately, and then composing back, the system does not gain new behaviors.
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A specification should also able to handle timing information. An airbag
controller for instance is highly time-dependent. The specification framework
presented in this work is able to represent timing. One way to model time is to
extend the alphabet of messages of a stream with a dummy element ∼ (read:
eps, see next section for a formal description in Isabelle). By assuming a discrete
global clock, each time unit in a stream consists either in a message, or an
∼ used to model the absence of messages. Using timed automata with input
and output, one can represent in this methodology the desired timed stream
processing functions. The realizability properties in the timed case (such as e.g.
it is invalid to look in the future of the input when producing the actual output
message) are equivalently represented by the concepts of weak causality [34], as
well as the stronger version by adding delay and thus dealing with feedback loops
called strong causality [34].
In this methodology, a code generator from the ADL MontiArc to Isabelle
generates specifications of the components, their composition, and helper theorems to support verification. A library of theorems encoded in the theorem
prover Isabelle leads to high automation of the proofs.
Some of the mathematical fundaments of the concepts above have been formalized in theorem provers, such as HOLCF in [17]. The works [36, 8, 9] formalized streams in the theorem prover Isabelle with domain-theoretical concepts,
and constitute a foundation of this paper. Furthermore tools such as AutoFOCUS [39] use stream-based semantics to model distributed systems. Also, the
Ptolemy Project [20, 21] tackles the challenge to formalize component networks.
In the Isabelle-formalization in this paper a high-level API is provided to hide
fixed-point theoretical concepts from the developer.

Fig. 3. Tool Chain

3
3.1

Verification of Distributed Software Development Steps
Algebra of Stream Processing Functions

FOCUS [4] and its main construct stream consitute the mathematical underpinning of the methodology. An (untimed) stream is a (potentially infinite) sequence
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of messages over a set M . M ω is the set of all streams and constitutes the union
of finite streams M ∗ and infinite ones M ∞ . Similar to lists, a constructor ” : ”
with signature M ⇒ M ω ⇒ M ω is used to create streams by appending an
element to an existing stream.
To specify time-sensitive behavior, a variant of timed streams (so-called timesynchronous streams) is used. The message set is extended by an element ∼ (read
eps). As mentioned, it is interpreted as ”no messages arrived in that timeslot”.
A discrete global clock is assumed. An element of the stream is then a message
or an ∼ (which has the length of one time frame as well). This way one can react
to the absence of messages.
The concatenation of two streams is denoted by _. A prefix ordering v is
defined on the set of streams to approximate infinite streams:
∀x, y ∈ M ω . x v y ⇔ ∃s ∈ M ω . x _ s = y
M ω forms a complete partial order [34].
3.2

Abstract Theories in Isabelle

An important goal of the paper is to demonstrate the verification of requirements
refinement. The theorem prover Isabelle [26] is a generic system for implementing
formalisms in higher-order logic. Informally HOL can be described with the
equation
HOL = Functional Programming + Logic.
An Isabelle-Theory consists of data type definitions, functions and proofs
[19, 28]:
theory ExampleTheory
imports Main
begin
( * definitions and lemmas * )
end

Please note that the proofs of the abstract lemmas below are omitted for
space reasons, whereas the proof of the case study lemmas is fully demonstrated
(and consists in applying the abstract lemmas of the theory). The logic of computable functions (HOLCF) has been encoded by Regensburger [30] and Huffman
[17]. Based on this, the data type of natural numbers extended with the infinite
element is encoded using the domain command [17]:
domain lnat = lnsuc ( lazy lnpred::lnat )

lnsuc is a constructor and its inverse is lnpred. The domain command makes
sure the type lnat is an element of the classes zero and ord by generating a
bottom element and an order relation.
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instantiation lnat :: " { ord , zero } "
begin
definition lnzero_def: " (0 ::lnat ) ≡ ⊥"
definition lnless_def: " ( m::lnat ) < n ≡ m v n ∧ m 6= n "
definition lnle_def:
" ( m::lnat ) ≤ n ≡ m v n "
instance ..
end

A finite natural number n is represented by Fin n, where lntake is a function
which retrieves a specified number of elements of the recursively constructed
data type lnat.
definition Fin:: " nat ⇒ lnat " where
" Fin k ≡ lntake k ·∞"

The dot after the letter k above is an abbreviation used when a continuous
function is applied [17].
Then, the infinite element is encoded:
∞ is the maximum of all lnats
definition Inf’:: " lnat " ( "∞" ) where
" Inf’ ≡ fix · lnsuc "

Fix denotes the least fixed point operator calculated as Kleene-Approximation.
A couple of theorems for increasing automation follows:
Bottom element of lnat is 0:
lemma bot_is_0: " (⊥::lnat ) = 0 "

0 is not equal ∞:
lemma Inf’_neq_0 [ simp ] : " 0 6= ∞"

∞ is a fixed point of lnsuc:
lemma fold_inf [ simp ] : " lnsuc ·∞ = ∞"

The brackets with content [simp] ensure that this rewriting rule is integrated
in the core of Isabelle and the lemma does not need to be explicitly called by
name during a proof. The preparations are done to be ready to encode the
stream data type. The implementation is similar to that of lazy lists in Haskell,
and apart from little technical details, looks as following, where ’a is a type
parameter abstracting from the sort of messages:
domain ’a stream = lsconc " ’a " ( lazy " ’a stream " )

domain [17] creates a new (potentially recursive) data type enhanced with
an order (in this case the prefix order) and a bottom element (here the empty
stream). lsconc is the name of the constructor that appends an element to the
rest of the stream.
The data type can be extended into time-synchronous streams by using the
constructor M sg with arity 1 and eps for ”no data” (abbreviated as ∼).
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datatype ’a tsyn = Msg ’a | ∼

For instance the following time-synchronous stream over natural numbers <
[M sg 3, ∼, M sg 5, ∼, ∼, ...] > is interpreted as: message 3 arrives in the first time
slot, no message arrives in the second time slot, message 5 arrives in the third
time slot, and then no message arrives anymore. Depending on the application
to be modeled, the granularity (duration of a time slot) can be interpreted at
will (a time slot can correspond to 1 millisecond, or perhaps to 1 minute).
Now a couple of functions, abbreviations, as well as lemmas over streams
follow.
The empty stream is denoted as .
abbreviation sbot :: " ’a stream "
where " sbot ≡ ⊥"

("  ")

sup’ is used to construct a stream by a single element.
definition sup’:: " ’a ⇒ ’a stream " ( " ↑ _ " [1000] 999) where
" sup’ a ≡ updis a &&  "

The updis command above lifts an arbitrary type to a discrete pointed partial
order [17].
sdom retrieves the set of all values in a stream and snth is used to get the
n-th element of a stream.
definition sdom:: " ’a stream → ’a set " where
" sdom ≡ Λ s . { snth n s | n . Fin n < # s } "

slen retrieves the length of a stream. It is defined as the number of its
elements or ∞ for inifinite streams.
definition slen:: " ’a stream → lnat " where
" slen ≡ fix · (Λ h . strictify · (Λ s . lnsuc · ( h · ( srt · s ) ) ) ) "

The command strictify above turns a function into a strict one [17].
UNIV denotes the set of all elements in a data type.
The function slookahd applies a function to the head of stream. If the stream
is empty, ⊥ (the polymorphic parameter ’a of streams has also an order defined
in it and has also a least element) is returned. This function is especially useful
for defining own stream-processing functions.
definition slookahd:: " ’a stream → ( ’a ⇒ ’b ) →
( ’b::pcpo ) " where
" slookahd ≡ Λ s f . if s =  then ⊥ else f ( shd s ) "

Hereby shd returns the head of a stream.
sfilter removes all elements from the stream which are not included in the
given set.
definition sfilter:: " ’a set ⇒’a stream →’a stream " where
" sfilter M ≡ fix · (Λ h s . slookahd · s · (λ a .
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( if ( a ∈ M ) then ↑ a • ( h · ( srt · s ) ) else h · ( srt · s ) ) ) ) "

Type classes, such as those in Haskell, are supported: class ’a::countable
means that the type ’a is restricted to belong in the class of countable types,
where there exists an injective mapping from the type ’a into the natural numbers.
class countable =
assumes ex_inj: "∃ to_nat :: ’a ⇒ nat . inj to_nat "

sinftimes concatenate a stream infinitely often to itself (an abbreviation in
form of a suffix is introduced in brackets).
definition sinftimes :: " ’a stream ⇒ ’a stream " ( " _∞" )
where
" sinftimes ≡ fix · (Λ h . (λs .
if s =  then  else ( s • ( h s ) ) ) ) "

Finally, a collection of lemmas over streams to improve high automation:
Only the empty stream has length zero:
lemma o n l y _e mp t y_ h a s _l e n g t h _ 0 : " # s 6= 0 =⇒ s 6=  "

Filtering with a superset of the stream’s domain does not change the stream:
lemma sfilter_sdoml3:
" sdom · s ⊆ X −→ sfilter X · s = s "

A couple of connections between sfilter and sdom (notice the infix abbreviation of the sfilter function):
lemma sfilter_bot_dom: " ( A

s ) = ⊥=⇒ sdom · s ⊆ UNIV - A "

lemma sdom_sfilter1: assumes " x∈sdom · ( A s ) "
shows " x∈A "
lemma sfilte rEq2sdom_h: " sfilter A · s = s −→ sdom · s ⊆ A "
lemma sfilte rEq2sdom_h: " sfilter A · s = s −→ sdom · s ⊆ A "

If the head of a stream is in M, then sfilter will not drop the head of the
stream:
lemma sfilter_in [ simp ] :
" a ∈ M =⇒ sfilter M · ( ↑ a • s ) = ↑ a • sfilter M · s "

If the stream is not empty, then the following holds for the length:
lemma srt _ d ecr em ent s _l e ng t h : " s 6=  =⇒ # s =
lnsuc · (#( srt · s ) ) "
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If x isn’t empty then concatenating head and rest leaves the stream unchanged:
lemma surj_scons: " x6= =⇒ ↑ ( shd x ) • ( srt · x ) = x "

If filtering everything except z from the stream x doesn’t produce the empty
stream, then z must be an element of the domain of x:
lemma sfilter2dom:
" sfilter { z } · x 6=  =⇒ z ∈ sdom · x "

Mapping a stream to head and rest is injective:
lemma inject_scons: " ↑ a • s1 = ↑ b • s2 =⇒ a = b ∧ s1 = s2 "

If the head of a stream is in M, then sfilter will keep the head of the
stream:
lemma sfilter_in [ simp ] :
" a ∈ M =⇒ sfilter M · ( ↑ a • s ) = ↑ a • sfilter M · s "

After filtering by filter T, the head of the result is in T:
lemma sfilte r_ne_resup: " sfilter T · s 6=  =⇒ shd ( sfilter
T · s) ∈ T"

A relevant connection between sfilter and sinftimes:
lemma s fil ter _si nft im es _ in [ simp ] :
" sfilter { a } · ( sinftimes ( ↑ a ) ) = sinftimes ( ↑ a ) "

Repeating a stream infinitely often is equivalent to repeating it once and then
again infinitely often:
lemma sinfti mes_unfold: " sinftimes s = s • sinftimes s "

Prepending a singleton stream increases the length by 1:
lemma slen_scons [ simp ] : " #( ↑ a • as ) = lnsuc · (# as ) "

For nonempty s, sinftimes s is infinite:
lemma slen_sinftimes: " s 6=  =⇒ #( sinftimes s ) = ∞"

Finally, infinitely cycling the empty stream produces the empty stream again:
lemma strict_icycle [ simp ] : " sinftimes  =  "

The neccessary structures were introduced, so that the case study can now
be specified and verified.
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Case Study in Isabelle: Automatic Checking of Requirements
Refinement

A bus in the Flight Guidance System is modeled and a specification indicates
which streams are allowed to flow in it. The system requirement in this case is a
set of streams fulfilling a fairness property, which is required to guarantee that
a communication protocol using this bus works correctly (the protocol is not
further specified, but such fairness requirements are not unusual; notice for example that the Alternating Bit Protocol [4] is only correct under the assumption
of a fair medium).
By the following system requirement (SysReq), the only stream histories of
messages allowed to flow in the bus are only those such that, after waiting an
infinite amount of time, the number of actual proper messages occurring in the
bus is infinite (thus the ”no-data” symbol eps can occur only a finite amount of
time).
definition SysReq :: " ( nat tsyn stream ) set " where
" SysReq ≡ { s . #(( UNIV -{∼}) s ) = ∞} "

To guarantee the SysReq, the developed high level requirements can look as
follows: The length of the stream should be infinite and every element of the
stream is an actual message, starting from the second one. The data type can
be abstracted to any countable one (typical for high level requirements; fixed
only after reaching low level requirements), in the sense that, if a property holds
for any arbitrary countable type, then it also holds on natural numbers of (as
wished in SysReq). The decision, whether the first element is a proper message,
or an eps, is postponed for a point in time where the overall architecture of the
system is known. If this bus is eg. to be embedded in connection with a feedback
loop, then the first element being an ”no-data” can act as a delay of 1 unit and
thus make sure that the semantics of the stream flowing in the feedback loop is
uniquely defined. If not, then this ”delay” shall not be needed.
definition HLR :: " (( ’a::countable ) tsyn stream ) set "
where
" HLR ≡ { s . # s =∞ ∧ sdom · ( srt · s ) ⊆ UNIV -{∼}} "

The refinement checking is formulated as a subset relation between HLR and
SysReq and the encoding of sufficient abstract theorems ensures that the proof
is found at the push of a button without the need of user interaction:
lemma " HLR ⊆ SysReq "
by ( smt HLR_def SysReq_def Collect_mono mem_Collect_eq
Inf’_neq_0 fold_inf lnat . sel_rews (2)
sfilter_sdoml3 sfilter_bot_dom sfilter_in
sfilter_nin slen_empty_eq s rt _ d ec r em e n t s _l e n gt h
surj_scons sfilter2dom sdom_def )

Next, low level requirements shall be specified, namely the underspecification
is reduced eg. after determining that there is no feedback loops in the architec-
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ture, and thus no necessity for introducing a delay. So the first message is fixed,
leading to LLR (yet a deterministic implementation is not reached yet):
definition LLR :: " ( nat tsyn stream ) set " where
" LLR = { s . # s =∞ ∧ sdom · s ⊆ UNIV -{∼}} "

The correctness of the refinement is checked again fully automatically:
lemma " LLR ⊆ HLR "
by ( smt HLR_def LLR_def DiffD2 sdom_sfilter1
sfilter_sdoml3 sfilter_srtdwl3 singletonI surj_scons
Inf’_neq_0 inject_scons sfilterEq2sdom_h sfilter_in
sfilter_ne_resup slen_empty_eq Collect_mono )

An interesting question concerning requirements is usually whether they are
consistent, i.e. is there at least an implementation fulfilling these?
Finally, an implementation is chosen, namely the infinite stream consisting
of only the number one:
definition Code :: " nat tsyn stream " where
" Code = ↑ ( Msg 1)∞"

The consistency of LLR is shown fully automatically by proving that the
Code-implementation above is an element of the LLR set.
lemma " Code ∈ LLR "
by ( smt LLR_def Code_def Diff_UNIV Diff_empty
Diff_eq_empty_if f bot_is_0 insert_iff tsyn . distinct (1)
mem_Collect_eq on l y _ e m p ty _ h a s_ l e n g t h _0 sfilterEq2sdom
sf ilt er_ sin ft i me s _i n sinftimes_unfold
slen_scons slen_sinftimes strict_icycle
subset _Diff_inse rt su b se t _s i ng l et o n_ i ff
lnat . con_rews )

In conclusion, theorem proving can be leveraged to spare costs for certification activities by enriching the corresponding encodings with a large number
of general abstract theorems. For scaling up to networks of components, a code
generator can help by generating helpful theorems about the model and their
proof. The code generator mapping a modeling language into a formal language
generally needs to be qualified. On the other hand, the qualification of the generated proofs does not pose a threat though, since the proofs will finally be checked
by the theorem prover Isabelle and the qualification of Isabelle is not hard due
to its axiomatic and conservative nature.
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